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Introduction

Why?

At first glance, it may seem that an article on 
brakes isn’t a terribly sexy idea.  After all, brakes 
don’t make you go faster, look cooler or sound 
meaner. But, few things are less enjoyable than 
driving a rig with lousy brakes. Not only can it be 
stressful and needlessly hard work, it can also be 
dangerous.  Good brakes can actually improve 
your overall abilities by allowing much better 
control of the rig at all times. Finally, with the 
recent dramatic increase in the popularity of 
“racing” forms of ‘wheeling competition, good 
brakes have become much more important.

What ?

So, my aim with this article is to help you better understand brake systems and the factors 
affecting brake performance; to dispel the many common myths and misconceptions, and to 
address important off-road factors that you won’t find covered by any other source.

By the end I hope that you will be able to:

 Understand how your brakes work, and why they perform the way they do. 
 Accurately troubleshoot / identify causes of dissatisfaction with your brakes. 
 Accurately describe the performance / feel of your brakes using proper terminology. 
 Decide what modifications/components will work for you to help you achieve your 

objectives. 
 Select appropriate components and understand how they interrelate and work together 

(and sometimes why they work against one-another). 
 Be able to identify and avoid common misconceptions and bad advice 

At the end I will also showcase a kick-ass brake system modification from which virtually any 
rig will benefit.

That said, this article isn’t a beginner’s guide to brakes – it is assumed that you are already 
familiar with the basic components. It’s also not aimed at maintenance – how to replace the 
brake pads on this or that model truck – there are many factory and aftermarket repair manuals 
that cover the topic well. Also, because this article is intended for off-road rigs, I won’t be 
covering aerodynamic braking or down force.  Finally, if for no other reason than I detest the 
damn things, I will not be covering drum brakes, but instead focusing on disc brake systems.

Actually, there are a number of good reasons why disc brakes are far superior to drums, 
including:

 Better cooling – less likely to overheat and fade 
 Less susceptible to contamination from mud and water 
 Less maintenance 
 Much easier maintenance 
 Lighter 
 More pad-to-rotor contact area 

So if you still have drum brakes on the rear of your rig, there’s plenty of good information in this 
article of interest to you, but I won’t be covering drum brake improvements – you’re far better 
off to convert to discs, whether you fabricate your own or use one of the many commercially 
available conversion kits. What I will cover, is how to adjust the rest of your system to 
accommodate newly installed discs in place of drums – but now I’m getting ahead of myself.
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Basic Brake Components

Each component in a properly functioning brake system must work in harmony with the other 
components for us to achieve maximum braking performance. We will cover each component; 
it’s selection, modification, and integration into the ‘system’ as a whole. For now, the basic 
components of a 4-wheel disc-brake system are:

1. A pedal mechanism – for the driver to actuate the brakes. Also acts as a lever that serves 
to multiply the driver’s input via the “pedal ratio”. 

2. A master cylinder (MC) & reservoir  – contains hydraulic brake fluid to actuate the brake 
callipers and a piston to move and pressurize that fluid. 

3. Hydraulic lines – to convey the brake fluid to the brake callipers, and contain the hydraulic 
fluid, allowing it to be pressurized. 

4. Valves – To improve performance, a brake system may contain some of the following 
valves between the MC and the callipers: residual pressure valve, metering valve, 
combination valve, proportioning valve, or pressure limiting valve. 

5. Brake Callipers – located at each wheel, the brake callipers are hydraulically actuated 
clamps that clamp the brake pads against the rotors. 

6. Brake pads – located inside the callipers, the pads are the friction material that the 
callipers clamp against the rotors. 

7. Rotors – Bolted to the axle hub, the rotors slow and stop the rotation of the wheels when 
clamped by the callipers. They also absorb the heat created from the friction of the pads 
against the rotor. 

How Brakes Work

It seems pretty simple – the driver presses on the pedal and the rig stops. But there’s quite a bit 
going on, and understanding it more fully (yes, including a little physics and math, sorry!) can 
really help us get the most out of our brake system.

Here’s what’s going on:

The driver presses on the brake pedal, actuating the piston in the master cylinder (MC).  The 
piston in the master cylinder displaces the hydraulic fluid in the brake lines. Because the 
system is sealed, the displacement (movement) of the hydraulic fluid moves the piston(s) in the 
brake callipers.  The moving callipers bring the brake pads into contact with the rotor. At this 
point, because there is no more movement possible in the system, pressure begins to build, 
and the pads are pressed harder and harder against the rotor, creating friction, and stopping 
the rig.

OPTIONAL GEEK TECH – MAY CONTAIN MATH AND/OR PHYSICS

Why does the rig stop?

The reason the rig stops is because of two important little pieces of 
physics – Newton’s First Law, and the Law of Conservation of Energy. 

Wha??

Newton’s First Law, aka the Law of Inertia, states that:

“An object will remain at rest, or continue to move at a constant velocity*, 
unless acted upon by an unbalanced force.”

(*velocity just means the combination of speed and direction)

The law of conservation of energy states that:

“Energy can neither be created nor destroyed; it can only be changed 
from one form to another.”
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In summary, in order to stop a rig, the brakes must have three properties. They must:

1. be able to apply a force to the rotor to decelerate the wheel’s rotation so that friction is 
increased between tires and road and the vehicle slows/stops; this ability is described as 
the brake system’s BRAKE TORQUE. 

2. be able to create enough friction between the pad and rotors to convert the vehicle’s 
kinetic energy to heat; this is called CLAMPING FORCE; and 

3. be large and heavy enough (the rotors) to absorb that heat without damage; this is called 
THERMAL CAPACITY. 

Brake Torque 

Brake torque in in-lbs (for each wheel) is the effective rotor radius in inches times clamping 
force times the coefficient of friction of the pad against the rotor. Brake torque is the force that 
actually decelerates the wheel and tire. There are two components – how hard the pads clamp 
the rotor (clamping force) and how far that clamping takes place from the center of the wheel 
hub. The larger the effective rotor radius, the further the clamping takes place from the wheel 
center, and the more torque generated by this longer “lever effect”. This is very similar to the 
manner in which a longer handle on a ratchet generates more torque than a short handle (for 
the same input). To increase brake torque it is necessary to increase the hydraulic pressure, 
the calliper piston area, the coefficient of friction between pad & rotor, or the effective rotor 
diameter.

Clamping Force

The clamping force that a calliper exerts, measured in pounds, is the hydraulic pressure (in psi) 
multiplied by the total piston area of the calliper (in a fixed calliper) or two times the total piston 
area (in a floating calliper), in square inches. To increase the clamping force it is necessary to 
either increase the hydraulic pressure or the calliper piston area. Increasing the coefficient of 
friction will not increase clamping force. 

Coefficient of Friction 

The coefficient of friction between pad & rotor is an indication of the amount of friction between 
the two surfaces. The higher the coefficient, the greater the friction. Typical passenger car pad 
coefficients are in the neighbourhood of 0.3 to 0.4. Racing pads are in the 0.5 to 0.6 range.  
“Hard” pads have a lower coefficient but wear less, “soft” pads have a higher coefficient but can 
wear quickly. With most pads, the coefficient is temperature sensitive  - which is why 
sometimes racers need to “warm up” the brakes before they work well, and also why most 
brakes will “fade” when they overheat – the coefficient of friction is reduced as the temperature 
rises. For more info in coefficient of friction, see section on pads.

 Thermal Capacity

The brake rotors must be capable of absorbing the heat generated by the brakes as they 
convert the moving car’s kinetic energy into heat. The amount of kinetic energy a car has (and, 
therefore, the amount of heat the rotors must be able to absorb) depends on the weight of the 
car and the square of the speed of the car. The rotor’s ability to absorb this heat depends on its 
mass (weight), and on how well it cools. Exposed as they are to cooling airflow, this is one area 
where discs are superior to drums.

To see how these laws of physics relate to brakes, let’s examine them 
with an example – driving a buggy down the road at a constant velocity 
(constant speed in a straight line), and then stopping.

As we’re driving down the road in a straight line at a constant speed the 
buggy has a constant velocity. In order to stop it, we must create an 
unbalanced force – that Newton’s First Law.

The buggy driving down the road also develops energy in the form of 
kinetic energy. (Energy is the ability to do work, and kinetic energy is the 
energy developed by moving objects.) In order for the buggy to stop, this 
kinetic energy must be converted to another form (it cannot be destroyed) 
– that’s the Law of Conservation of Energy.

In order to stop the buggy, then, the brakes must apply an unbalanced 
force to the buggy and convert the buggies Kinetic energy to some other 
form

The unbalanced force that stops the car is the increase in friction between 
the tires and the road that is created as the brakes slow the rotation of the 
wheels. When the brakes are applied, the friction between the pads and 
rotors also creates tremendous heat – converting the kinetic energy of the 
buggy to heat (and in some cases a little noise if the tires or brakes 
squeal.)

OPTIONAL GEEK TECH – MAY CONTAIN MATH AND/OR PHYSICS
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The following equations and examples will help to clarify the concepts:

Brake Torque

Brake Torque Required is calculated as:

TBr = Friction Force on Tire x Rolling Radius of Tire

Where

TBr = Brake Torque Required (in. lbs.)

Friction Force on Tire = Vertical Force on Tire x Grip

Grip = coefficient of friction between the tire and road

The tire’s grip is difficult to measure, and can vary from 0.1 on wet ice to 
about 1.4 for a racing slick on a hot, dry track.  If you don’t have a value 
for your tires, use 1.0 as an average value.

The calculation of Friction Force on Tire is different for front and rear tires, 
takes into account weight transfer, and requires the calculation of vertical 
force on both tires first.

Front:
FF =  µ Ff / 2

Where:
FF = Friction Force on Front Tire
µ = grip (use 1.0)
Ff = Vertical Force on both front tires

and
Ff = Wc [1-(Xcg/l) + (µYcg/l)]

Where:
Ff = Vertical Force on both front tires
Wc = Weight of car (in lbs)
Xcg =  Distance from front axle to car’s center of gravity (in)
l = wheelbase (in)
µ = grip (use 1.0)
Ycg = height above ground of car’s center of gravity 

Rear:
FR =  µ Fr / 2

Where:
FR = Friction Force on Rear Tire
µ = grip (use 1.0)
Fr = Vertical Force on both rear tires

And 

Fr = Wc - Ff

Where:
Fr = Vertical Force on both rear tires
Wc = Weight of car (lbs)
Ff = Vertical Force on both front tires

By examining the above equations carefully, we can learn some valuable 
things.  For example, note that the equation for Brake Torque Required:

 does not involve vehicle speed in any way 
 will vary for different tires and road (or trail) conditions 
 does involve tire/wheel radius – an important point for those of us 

running large diameter tires (do you think the car guys (who pretty 
much developed all the braking components we will choose from) 
have ever done the calculations for a 44, 47, or god forbid, a 54”
tire?) 

 does involve the vehicle’s weight, height, and wheelbase –
confirming what we knew from instinct –that a lower, lighter car will 
be easier to stop (and again – important to us since we are generally 
much taller and heavier than the average car) 

Great, so we can calculate a theoretical value for how much brake torque 
our system needs to be able to deliver – but how do we determine what 
our brakes are capable of? 
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I’m glad you asked.

Clamping Force is calculated as:

CF = PM x AT 

Where

CF = Clamping Force (lbs)

PM = Maximum hydraulic pressure (psi)

AT = Total effective area of calliper’s pistons (sq. in.) – for fixed 
callipers this is the actual area of the pistons, for floating callipers this is 
equal to 2 x the actual area of the pistons

Brake Torque Developed is calculated as:

TBd = CF(µL )Re 

Where

TBd = Brake Torque Developed (in-lbs)

CF = Clamping Force (lbs)
µL = Coefficient of friction between brake pads and rotors (use 0.3, 
manufacturer’s specs, or estimate derived from the pad's DOT edge code 
(see section on pads))
Re = Effective rotor radius (in.) – measured from the center of the rotor to 
the canter of the brake pad.

 Re = effective rotor radius 

Ah-ha – now we’re getting to some more familiar terms – pressure, piston 
size, size of brakes.  Lets just dig a little deeper.

The maximum hydraulic pressure developed in your braking system can 
either be measured with an inline pressure gauge, or can be calculated 
as:

PM = Fp / Ap

Where:

PM = Maximum Pressure (psi)

Fp = Force on Master Cylinder piston (lbs)
     = Pedal Effort x Pedal Ratio (i.e. how hard the driver pushes the 
pedal multiplied by the pedal ratio.)

Ap = Area of the MC piston  (sq. in.)
      = 0.785 x Dp^2 (Dp^2 = the MC piston diameter, in inches, squared)

This is a very important equation. Note how the maximum pressure 
determines the brake torque, and the maximum pressure is the force 
applied DIVIDED by the area of the MC piston. This means, all other 
things being equal, the bigger the MC piston, the LESS pressure 
developed, and the LESS brake torque generated. The trade-off is, the 
smaller the MC, the less fluid is displaced per inch of travel, and therefore 
the greater the pedal travel required – more on this later.

Thermal Capacity

As previously discussed, the brake rotors must be capable of absorbing 
the heat generated by the brakes as they convert the moving car’s kinetic 
energy into heat.

The formula for the Kinetic Energy (K) in the moving car is:

K = (W * S^2) / 29.9
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Where:

K = Kinetic Energy (ft. lbs.)

W = Weight of car (lbs.)

S = Speed of car (mph)

(Note: The root equation for kinetic energy is actually K = 1/2mv^2, the 
above version has a conversion factor included so we can use weight 
instead of mass and so the result is given in force units instead of energy 
units)

Nothing really surprising here – we know from instinct and experience that 
how much brake you need depends on how heavy the car is and how fast 
it’s going. Note though, that speed is squared in the equation – meaning 
that as the speed increases, the kinetic energy developed goes up by the 
square of the speed increase – for example, if speed doubles, kinetic 
energy increases by a factor of 4.  If speed triples – kinetic energy goes 
up by a factor of (3^2) or 9!!  This is a bitch for race-car drivers but not so 
much trail rigs. However – if you’re beginning to “race” your rock crawling 
buggy – be aware that your brake requirements are going to increase 
exponentially!

OK, so, moving rig has kinetic energy, kinetic energy must be turned into 
heat, rotors must absorb said heat. Big deal, so what?

Well, the equations that follow are used to calculate the temperature 
increase in the rotor for a given kinetic energy.  Remembering that kinetic 
energy depends on weight and speed, they also explain in incontrovertible 
terms (big word – means you can’t bloody argue with me about it!) exactly 
why “pinion brakes”, flat out suck, and why Patooyee’s rotors keep trying 
to melt off ! Remember – to add insult to injury “pinion brakes” are often 
used on Rockwell-axled rigs – which are big and heavy, and weight is a 
multiplying factor in the equation for Kinetic energy.

[As an aside – the previous discussion on brake torque also explains why 
some feel that pinion brakes work well “at slow speed”. It’s because the 
rotor is placed before the axle differential, meaning the pinion brake’s 
brake torque is calculated as above and then multiplied by a factor equal 
to the axle ratio.  This means, even with small callipers and rotors, they 
can develop tremendous brake torque. But – remember what we said 
about the requirements of a braking system – it must also have sufficient 
thermal capacity – and they simply do not. In fact, they’re dangerously 
inadequate in this regard!]

The formula for temperature rise is: 

TR = Kc / 77.8 * Wb

Where:

TR = Temperature rise (°F)

Kc = Kinetic energy change (from start of braking to end of braking) 
(ft. lbs.)

Wb = weight of all rotors (lbs)

And:

Kc = Kinetic energy change (ft. lbs.)
     = Kb – Ka

where:

Kb = kinetic energy before stop

Ka = Kinetic energy after stop

Let’s do an example, because math is fun!

Imagine I’m stopping my 5000lb buggy from 40 mph to a dead stop.

First, let’s calculate the change in kinetic energy for a 5000 lb buggy from 
40 mph to 0 mph – this remains the same regardless of the brake system.

Kb =  Wc * S^2 / 29.9
= 5000 * (40)^2 / 29.9
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OK, so much for physics and math. Let’s move on now to the more practical side of how the 
braking system works.

Recall that brakes need to be able to do 3 things:

1. Develop enough clamping force to create enough friction between pad and rotor to convert 
vehicle’s kinetic energy to heat. 

2. Develop enough brake torque to reach the limit of traction (lockup the tires) in all 
conditions, and 

3. Have enough mass to absorb the conversion of the rigs kinetic energy to heat without 
boiling the fluid, warping the rotors, cooking seals, etc. 

And they must do all three with good and consistent feel!

The following “flow-chart” presents a stylized summary of the brake system and its interrelated 
components / factors.  Following it, we will examine each component in more detail:

= 267 559 ft lbs

Ka = 0

Kc = Kb – Ka
= 267 559 – 0
= 267 559

Now, with ¾ ton truck disc brakes at each wheel, each rotor weighs about 
21 lbs, for a total rotor weight of 84 lbs.

In this configuration, the temp rise of the rotor will be:

TR = Kc / 77.8 * Wb
= 267 559 / (77.8 * 84)
= 267 559 / 6535
= 41*F

If it were a hot day, after the stop my rotors could be at 141*F

Now, imagine I have pinion brakes with 2 small rotors, weight, say, 12 lbs 
each.

Now, 

TR = Kc / 77.8 * Wb
= 267 559 / (77.8 * 24)
= 267 559 / 1867
= 143*F

On the same hot day, the rotors are now at 243*F!!

Make a few more stops, with insufficient time for the rotors to cool fully 
between them, and it’s easy to see how you can seriously overheat the 
small pinion brake rotors!
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The Pedal

As we have discussed, in order to apply the brakes the driver must be able to both move and 
pressurize the hydraulic fluid. That is, the master cylinder piston has the job of moving the 
brake fluid through the lines in order to bring the brake pads into contact with the rotor, and of 
pressurizing that fluid create clamping force.  

The job of the pedal is to allow the driver to actuate the brakes, and also to multiply the driver’s 
input through a lever effect called the “pedal ratio.” In other words, the pedal transfers 
movement & force from the driver’s foot to the master cylinder piston.  This is a key concept –
that brakes require both movement and force to operate, as the two are largely inversely 
proportional (that is: as one goes up the other goes down, and vice-versa) – we will return to 
this concept many times so keep it in mind.

The force the driver applies to the pedal when braking is called the “pedal effort”.  This amount 
of force, measured in pounds, is usually insufficient to operate the brakes - values ranging from 
50-100 lbs are common.  As such, pedals are designed to operate like a lever, multiplying this 
force before it is applied to the master cylinder piston.  The amount by which any particular 
pedal design does so is called the “pedal ratio.”

The pedal ratio is calculated as the distance between the pedal’s pivot point and the centre of 
the foot pad, divided by the distance between the pivot point and the master cylinder push rod, 
as shown in the following diagrams.

Pedal Ratio = A / B
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As can be seen from the diagram – the longer the pedal, the higher the pedal ratio, and the 
greater the mechanical advantage - meaning the lower the pedal effort required.  

However, there are trade-offs. First, longer pedals are harder to fit – especially in cramped 
buggy cockpits.  Also, the longer the pedal, the greater the pedal stroke required to move the 
master cylinder piston – i.e. the further the driver must press the pedal.  The best design is a 
trade-off that will depend on many factors including desired pedal effort, master cylinder and 
calliper piston diameters, and the room available.  As far as pedal effort is concerned, 75 lbs is 
common for high-performance race-car brakes, 100 lbs feels hard, and 50 lbs is common in 
power-assisted brakes. Common pedal ratios range from 3 or 4:1 for power brakes up to 6 or 
7:1 for manual brakes.

Of course, if you are using a stock pedal, you are pretty much stuck with the ratio it has, and 
must design the rest of the system to accommodate.

Just remember – the longer the pedal, the greater the ratio, the less leg force required but the 
greater the pedal travel required.  Longer pedals tend to deflect more under hard use, which 
can lead to a “spongy” feeling to the brakes.  You should always strive to use a pedal that will 
go from fully retracted to fully applied in as short a distance as possible – usually less than 
about four inches. Any more than this, and there will not be sufficient travel in the drivers leg to 
fully apply the brakes under emergency conditions where travel is suddenly increased – such 
as during brake fade or when there is air in the fluid. 

Keep in mind that total brake pedal travel includes not only the stroke of the master cylinder 
piston, but also includes all slop and deflection of all parts in the system.

Designing and fabricating a good pedal set up requires engineering far beyond the scope of 
this article – especially since the brakes are such a critical safety system on the rig.  

My advice is to either incorporate a rugged stock pedal system, or use one of the pre-fab 
systems available (in a variety of ratios) from many aftermarket vendors.  Choose a ratio that 
will work with the rest of your system and your personal preference for how the brakes will feel.  
Common ratios are 3:1 for power brakes and 5:1 for manual brakes – but, you may desire a 
more custom ratio – like 7:1 for manual brakes if using a large diameter master cylinder.

One final word on pedal effort:

You can design a brake system for any value of pedal effort (values ranging from 50-100 lbs 
are common), and the pedal effort will largely determine how the brakes “feel” to the driver 
(excepting problems like brake fade and fluid boil).  For this reason, in the following discussion, 
assume, unless stated otherwise, that we are discussing the brake system with a “consistent 
and acceptable pedal effort”. For example, if we say, changing to a larger bore master cylinder 
(all other things remaining the same) will decrease pedal travel but reduce braking power, we 
mean “with the same pedal effort.”  No matter what the system, or mod's we make to it, we 
always have the option of just increasing pedal effort, but this is rarely experienced by the 
driver as an acceptable solution. i.e. one “could” design a system with undersize callipers and 
an oversize MC that could still stop the rig effectively if only we would push on the pedal with 
300lbs – but clearly this would not be suitable.

Brake Hydraulics

OK, now we’re getting to the good stuff.

Recall that the brake’s hydraulic system must supply movement and force. The movement 
must be enough to take up all slop, clearance, and deflection of parts as well as move the 
calliper pistons sufficiently to bring brake pads into firm contact with the rotors.  The force must 
be enough to create enough friction between pad and rotor to stop the car.

It is the piston of the master cylinder that provides both the movement and the force, and the 
brake fluid that transmits both to the callipers. 

Keep in mind, as you read this section, that the goal is to have a system that provides 
maximum force with small movement – i.e. we want to be able to brake hard without excessive 
pedal travel.

Force applied to the MC piston creates pressure in the brake fluid. The pressure is the force 
applied, DIVIDED by the area of the piston. Therefore, the smaller the master cylinder piston, 
the greater the pressure created. 

System Pressure = Fp / Ap

Where:

Fp = Force on the piston (lbs.)

Ap = Area of the piston (sq. in.)

Example: Calculate system pressure for both a ½” diameter MC and a 1”
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Recalling that the pressure created is a direct factor in how much clamping force and therefore 
brake torque is developed, it may seem that for the most powerful brakes, we would want to 
use a small MC piston.

But, the trade-off is the other component required of the brake system – namely movement.  
Because the fluid is incompressible, any movement in the MC piston translates into movement 
of the calliper pistons (excluding expansion of hoses and lines, which should be minimal in a 
properly working system).  This movement in a hydraulic system is known as displacement 
and is calculated as the area of the MC piston multiplied by its stroke. Displacement is a 
volume, measured in cubic inches. Therefore, the smaller the master cylinder piston, the less 
displacement created. 

Now we can clearly see that there is a trade-off between force and movement in selecting a 
MC piston size. The smaller the piston, the greater the pressure created but the less 
displacement produced (and therefore greater pedal travel required.)

So far, we have considered only the effect of the size of the MC piston, but of course in a brake 
system there are two pistons – the MC piston and the calliper piston (for calculations, the total 
area of all pistons in a multi-piston calliper act the same as a single piston of equivalent area in 
a single-piston calliper.) 

There is, of course, a relationship between the pistons in the system that affects both force and 
movement. 

Because the brake hydraulic system is a closed, sealed system, and brake fluid cannot be 
compressed, there is a law of hydraulics that we make use of to multiply force – that is, to apply 
more force at the callipers than the driver applies to the MC piston. It is quite simple, and quite 
possibly the most important concept in this entire article. It is this:

In a closed hydraulic system, pressure is equal over all surfaces of the containing 
system.

In our discussion of brake systems we will refer to the MC piston as the “input” piston and the 
calliper piston as the “output” piston.

The above law means that whatever pressure is created by the input piston is applied equally 
to the output piston. Because the output (calliper) piston is of much larger area than the input 

diameter MC, given an input of 100 lbs.

Case one – ½” MC piston (d= 0.5):

P = Fp / Ap
   = 100 / pi * (d/2)^2
  = 100 / 3.14 * (0.5/2)^2
  =  510 psi

Case 2 – 1” MC piston(d=1.0):

P = Fp / Ap
   = 100 / pi * (d/2)^2
  = 100 / 3.14 * (1.0/2)^2
 =  127 psi 

Displacement (cubic inches) = Ap * Sp

Where:

Ap = Area of the piston (sq. in.)

Sp = Distance piston moves (stroke) (in.)

Example: Calculate displacement for both a ½” diameter MC and a 1”
diameter MC, both with a stroke of 2 inches.

Case 1 – ½” MC piston (d= 0.5):

Displacement = Ap * Sp
   = 2 * [ pi * (d/2)^2]
   =  2 * [ 3.14 * (0.5/2)^2]
   =  0.39 cu. in.

Case 2 – 1” MC piston(d=1.0):

Displacement = Ap * Sp
   = 2 * [ pi * (d/2)^2]
   =  2 * [ 3.14 * (1.0/2)^2]
   =  1.57 cu. in.
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(MC) piston, this has the effect of multiplying force in the brake system.

The amount of force-multiplication thus achieved is known as the brake’s “Hydraulic Ratio”
Hydraulic Ratio can be calculated or expressed a number of ways. It is the ratio of fluid 
displacement by the master cylinder to fluid displaced in the calliper pistons. It is also equal to 
the ratio of force applied to the MC piston  to the force generated by the calliper pistons. 
Hydraulic ratio is an important factor in the pedal effort equation, the higher the ratio, the less 
pedal effort is required (and the longer the pedal travel to achieve a given clamping force). The 
stiffer the calliper and the stiffer the pad, the higher the hydraulic ratio that can be employed.

For example, suppose we apply 100 lbs of force to a ½” diameter MC piston, we develop 
approx. 500 psi. This 500 psi acts evenly on all other surfaces in the system, including the 
calliper pistons. Suppose the calliper piston has a diameter of 3 inches. Multiplying our 500psi 
by the area of the calliper piston (~ 7 sq. in), we develop nearly 3500 pounds of clamping force 
at the brake pads.

 

Brilliant!  From the equation we can see that, for a given input force (pedal effort), in order to 
increase the force at the calliper (what we’re after) we can either increase the area of the 
calliper piston(s) or decrease the area of the master cylinder piston (or both).

Of course, nothing is ever as easy as that!  We can’t forget the other factor – movement. Of 
course, there is once-again, a trade-off.

Unfortunately, both actions that increase force (good!) also increase pedal travel (bad!). That is, 
if we decrease the size of the MC piston we decrease its displacement - requiring us to 
increase its stroke to compensate – increasing pedal travel required.  Similarly, as we increase 
the size of the calliper piston, we increase the clamping force, but we also increase the volume 
of fluid (the displacement) required to move the piston a given distance – the distance it must 
move to bring the pads into contact with the rotor – this also demands an increase in pedal 
travel.

So, we can see that, in order to increase the movement of the calliper piston without affecting 
pedal travel (Mmc), we would have to either increase the size of the MC piston, or decrease the 
size of the calliper piston – both actions that will decrease force!

The equation for this force-multiplying relationship is:

Fc = [Fmc * Ac] / Amc

Where:

Fc = Force at calliper piston (output) (lbs)

Fmc = Force on master cylinder piston(input) (lbs)

Ac = Area of calliper piston (sq. in.)

Amc = Area of master cylinder piston (sq. in.)

The equation for relating piston movements is:

Mc = [Mmc * Amc] / Ac

Where:

Mc = Movement at calliper piston (in.)

Mmc = Movement of MC piston (in.)

Amc = Area of MC piston (sq. in.)

Ac = Area of calliper piston (sq. in.)

 

A simple example with which we are all intimately 
familiar, that illustrates the concepts of force and 
movement in a 2-piston hydraulic system, is that of 
the common floor jack.

Consider the jack’s handle piston as the input piston 
(like the MC piston) and the piston that raises the 
lifting saddle as the output piston (like the calliper 
piston). Look at their relative sizes – the handle 
piston is tiny compared to the output piston – that’s 
how you can lift a 5000lb car by applying only 50 lbs 
to the jack handle (multiplied, of course, by the 
length of the handle – just like pedal ratio in a brake 
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It’s my considered opinion that this interrelationship between force and movements in a 2-
piston hydraulic system such as brakes is not very well understood. Consider as evidence the 
following scenario – a guy swaps rear disc brakes in place of drums on the rear axle of his rig. 
The resulting brake performance is predictably inadequate – obviously the calliper pistons are 
much larger than the previous drum-brake wheel-cylinder pistons – meaning that more fluid 
must be displaced to actuate them. The common advice found is to “swap in a larger master 
cylinder.”  That’s great from a movement perspective – the larger MC piston will displace grater 
fluid, moving the calliper pistons further for a given amount of pedal travel. BUT – we now know 
that the result will ALSO be a decrease in force at the calliper pistons (including the front 
callipers) than was achieved with the smaller MC.

So, what are we to do?  We really have only two options – either careful compromise – or 
power assist.  The beauty of power assist is that it allows us to substantially increase input 
force while maintaining pedal effort. This, in turn, enables the production of adequate force at 
the callipers while allowing the use of larger MC pistons and smaller calliper pistons, 
decreasing pedal travel. This is particularly important when you consider that most often, a 
single MC piston must actuate two callipers, (usually one for each of the front or rear wheels). 
That single MC piston must displace enough fluid to move two or more large-diameter pistons 
in the callipers.  Making it large enough to do so without requiring way too much pedal travel 
means we compromise the force multiplication in the hydraulic system. The result is, we either 
accept sub-optimal force (and resulting brake torque), or we must make up for the lack of 
hydraulic force multiplication by increasing input force. And the only way to significantly 
increase input force without requiring much greater pedal effort is to increase pedal ratio or add 
power assist.  Given that cockpit space availability place a very real upper limit on how much 
pedal ratio we can practically achieve – the answer becomes power assist.

Master Cylinders

The master cylinder is the heart of the brake system. Actuated by the pedal, its piston provides 
the force and the movement required to apply the brakes. When the pedal is released, an 
internal return spring returns the piston to its resting position.

Initially, as the pedal is pushed, the piston moves forward and fluid volume is displaced, taking 
up all clearances in the system. This fluid movement actuates the calliper pistons which extend 
and bring the brake pads into contact with the rotors. Because the fluid is incompressible, once 
the pads are in contact with the rotor, fluid movement stops and pressure rises. The harder the 
pedal is pushed, the greater the pressure achieved, the more brake torque is developed. How 
hard the driver can push the pedal, and therefore how much braking is achieved, is a function 
of input force (leg strength), combined with pedal ratio and any power assist.

The critical specs of a master cylinder are its bore (diameter of the piston) and stroke (how far 
the piston can travel – and therefore how much fluid it can displace when applied).  Common 
values for bore range from 5/8” to 1-1/2”, and stroke from 1” to 1.5”. Matching both to the 
requirements of your system is the key to satisfactory performance. Remember that, for a given 
input (pedal effort) the smaller the bore, the more pressure is generated but the less fluid 
displaced. Similarly, the longer the stroke the more fluid is displaced, but the greater the pedal 
travel required. As with most things, the best result is achieved through carefully considered 
compromise.

system.) The trade off, of course, is movement – you 
have to pump that handle a lot of times (much input 
piston movement) to raise the car even just a little 
(output piston movement). Just as in brakes, 
movement and force are a trade-off.  To produce 
great force without great input, you have to trade 
travel.

The most common type of 
MC in use today is known 
as a “dual-tandem” master 
cylinder.  It has separate 
circuits (pistons and 
outlets) for front and rear 
brakes (“dual”), with each 
circuit having its own 
independent reservoir.  The 
reason for this is safety –
the theory is: if one circuit 
(front or rear brakes) 
should fail, there remains 
the other separate, 
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Often, master cylinders are listed as being either for disc/drum brakes or for disc/disc brakes 
(I’m ignoring older drum/drum systems). Obviously a disc/disc MC is designed to be used with 
4-wheel disc brakes, and obviously a disc/drum MC with disc/drum brakes. Assuming that 
nobody in their right mind would convert disc brakes to drums, that means the only remaining 
issue of concern would be using a disc/drum MC with disc/disc brakes. When choosing a 
master cylinder, traditionally, you may have been told that there are three differences between 
disc/disc and disc/drum masters that preclude the use of a disc/drum master with disc/disc 
brakes. They are:

1. Reservoir size 
2. Piston size (bore and stroke) 
3. Built-in valving. 

Here’s my take on these three “issues”:

Reservoir Size

Disc brake reservoirs are larger than those for drum brakes. You will often see two reasons 
given for this:

1. First, because the pistons in a disc brake calliper are MUCH larger than the tiny pistons in 
a drum brake wheel-cylinder, disc brakes require more fluid volume to be displaced than 
drum brakes – requiring a larger reserve of fluid for operation. 

2. Secondly, as disc brake pads wear, disc brake callipers are self adjusting. That is, the 
callipers only retract the piston just enough to prevent pad-to-rotor contact. Now, imagine 
you start with disc brake pads with ½” thick linings and you have a 4” diameter calliper 
piston. Every time you apply the brakes and the pads wear a little bit, the calliper retracts 
just a tiny bit less. By the time the pads wear to 25%, or 1/8” thick, the piston at rest will 
be .75” further out in its stroke than it was when the pads were new.  That .75” behind the 
piston must be taken up by additional fluid – and in the case of a 4” diameter piston, the 
additional volume required is given by (pi[d/2]^2 * 0.75) or about 8 cubic inches. Multiplied 
by two callipers (one for each wheel) and that’s 16 cubic inches of extra fluid reserve 
required to compensate for pad wear.  That’s much higher than the amount required to 
compensate for drum brake shoe wear. Therefore, disc brake reservoirs are larger than for 
drums because OEM designers must  design a reservoir for disc brakes large enough that 
the brakes will still function even if Joe Public doesn’t check the fluid or add a drop 
between new pads and completely worn out pads. 

It is my opinion that the second reason is the only real practical reason for the difference in size 
between disc and drum reservoirs. I say this because I have never seen a drum MC reservoir 
that was so small it didn’t contain enough fluid to actually apply disc brakes – even though 
discs require more volume than drums.

With this in mind, we can see that, if we routinely check brake fluid levels as pads wear, 
reservoir size alone should not disqualify us from using a disc/drum MC with disc/disc brakes –
especially if we’re using a large MC with moderate or small callipers (e.g. 1-ton MC with ¾-ton 
callipers). 

Piston Size

It is true that disc brakes require both more pressure and more movement (volume) to operate 

independent circuit. The 
two pistons are arranged 
inline in a single bore 
(“tandem”).  The piston 
closest to the pedal is the 
“primary” piston, and the 
other is the “secondary”
piston. Normally, the 
primary piston operates the 
font brakes and the 
secondary piston the rear.  
Fluid reservoirs may be 
integrated or remote 
(attached to the cylinder via 
hoses). The most common 
design has the reservoir 
attached directly to the 
cylinder.
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than drum brakes. However, after reading this article, with your new encyclopedic knowledge of 
pressure and volume, you’re going to be selecting a MC for your brakes based on its specs –
not on what the counter guy says the OE application was.  That is to say – given the right bore 
and stroke to match your system, there’s no particular reason that, based solely on piston bore 
and stroke, an MC originally designed for disc/drums can’t be used successfully on a disc/disc 
setup. That said, you will by now also understand that leaving in your old disc/drum MC after 
converting the rear to discs will not work well.

Built-in Valving

This one can be a deal-killer. If the MC in question was designed for disc/drums and has a 
built-in residual pressure valve, it will not be suitable for disc/disc brakes. See section below on 
valving for description of residual pressure valves. For now, the point is, know the MC in 
question and whether or not it has built-in valving (many do not). If it does, you would have to 
either modify it by removing the residual pressure valve to make is suitable for use with disc 
brakes, or choose a different master cylinder. 

Power or Manual?

Again, you may see master cylinders marketed as being for manual or power brakes. This is 
based on two potential differences:

1. Piston size (bore) 
2. Depth of  piston hole 

Case one may be true if all you are doing is swapping MC’s.  Normally, manual brakes use a 1”
bore or less MC and power brakes 1” and up. Leaving everything else the same, and using a 
“power” MC (large bore) with manual brakes will normally result in a “hard pedal” – that is, the 
pedal effort required of the driver, without power assist, becomes too great. However, we 
already know that we can compensate by using a greater pedal ratio or larger piston callipers. 
Therefore, when overall system design is considered, and if MC specs are selected carefully to 
match the pedal ratio and calliper piston size, there is no technical reason that a larger “power”
MC couldn’t be used with manual brakes.

Case two is more of an issue.  The piston hole is the are where the actuating rod (from the 
pedal or booster) contacts the MC piston.  Normally it will be a “shallow” hole for a power brake 
MC as the power booster rod is captive between the booster and the MC.  With manual brakes, 
the actuating rod is attached to the pedal which is obviously a lever. In this case the MC piston 
hole is normally deeper to prevent the actuating rod from falling out when the brakes are 
released - a very useful feature! However, if you must use a “shallow piston hole” MC with 
manual brakes – it may be possible to overcome the problem by appropriately limiting pedal 
travel (in the direction opposite to brake application) to prevent actuating rod fall-out.  

Summary

There are normally differences between disc and drum master cylinders and between power 
and manual master cylinders, as follows:

1. Disc brake MC’s normally have a longer stroke and larger reservoir than those for drums 
2. Drum brake MC’s may have built-in residual pressure valves 
3. Power brake MC’s normally have a larger bore and shallower piston hole than those for 

manual brakes. 

Normally, the easiest route is to use an MC designed for the type of brakes you have. 
However, when total system design is considered, as long as the specific specs and design of 
the MC in question are well understood, a much greater range of interchange possibilities 
opens up. That said, there are a few time-honoured rules of thumb:

 Use a 1" or smaller bore MC for manual brakes 
 Use 1" or larger bore MC for power brakes 
 Manual brakes with 1" MC use a pedal ratio of approx. 6:1 
 Power brakes with a 1-1/8" MC use a pedal ratio of approx 4:1 
 Disc brakes require a minimum pressure of 800-1000 psi 
 Drum brakes require a minimum pressure of 400-500 psi 

 Effects of Pedal Ratio and Bore Size on Hydraulic Pressure Output

Pedal 
Ratio 

Master 
Cylinder Bore 
Size (in.) 

Input 
Force 
(lbs) 

Pressure 
Developed 
(psi) 

6:1 1 1/8 75 453

6:1 1 75 573

6:1 7/8 75 748

 

5:1 1 1/8 75 377

5:1 1 75 477
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Assuming a pedal ratio of 5:1 - Note that going from a 1" to 7/8" MC bore increases the 
pressure to the callipers by almost 50% !!! 

Valving

Residual Pressure Valve

A residual pressure valve is a simple, one-way, spring-loaded valve installed either in the 
master cylinder, or inline between the MC and the callipers/wheel cylinders. They operate by 
keeping a pre-determined amount of pressure in the brake lines, even with the brakes 
released.  The internal spring determines the amount of residual pressure kept in the brake 
lines – normally 2 PSI or 10 PSI. There are two distinct uses of residual pressure valves:

10 PSI:  Drum brakes only. Because drum brakes don’t use callipers and are therefore not self-
adjusting there are springs installed to retract the brake shoes away from the drum. A 10 PSI 
residual pressure valve is used in drum brakes to keep a little pressure in the lines to balance 
the return-spring force so that the shoes are maintained in close proximity to the drums. 
Without the residual pressure valve, the return springs would retract the shoes so far from the 
drums that excessive pedal travel would be required before the brakes are applied. 

2 PSI: Disc brakes only. In many race cars and hot rods, the master cylinder is installed at a 
level below that of the callipers.  As such, gravity will draw the fluid from the callipers, causing it 
to drain back into the MC.  The result is a “spongy” feeling pedal and excessive pedal travel.  A 
2 PSI residual pressure valve is installed in the brake line between MC and calliper to maintain 
slight pressure in the line and prevent fluid drain back. Note: This valve should only be needed 
if the MC is lower than the callipers.

I have often read where people have advised the use of a residual pressure valve to cure some 
other problem  - spongy pedal or excessive pedal travel (usually caused by insufficient volume 
from a too-small MC).  In cases like this, it may feel as if the RPV has cured the problem, but it 
is only a band-aid, masking the real problem. Use an RPV only for drum brakes or MC lower 
than callipers. Do not use an RPV as a band-aid. Find and fix the real problem!

When converting from drums to discs, you will need to remove any RPV in the rear circuit.

Metering Valve

Because of the return springs present, drum brakes take more movement (pressure and 
volume) to initially apply than disc brakes whose self-adjusting callipers keep the pads almost 
or lightly touching the rotors.  As such, in disc/drum brakes, a metering valve is used to prevent 
application of the front disc brakes below a pre-set pressure in the hydraulic system – usually 
about 75-150 psi – to allow the rear drum brakes to catch up. This allows the front and rear 
brakes in a disc/drum setup to work more evenly.  A metering valve is also known as a “hold-
off” valve.

When converting from drums to discs, you will need to remove any metering valve in the circuit.

Proportioning Valve

As a car brakes, weight is transferred from the rear to the front (ahh – Newton and his Law of 
Inertia again!).  Because braking force should be applied to each wheel in proportion to the 
weight on it (more weight  - more braking force should be applied), there is a requirement to 
“balance” the braking forces to front and rear wheels. Failure to do so will result in premature 
lock-up of lightly loaded rear brakes and resulting skid and loss of control. In fact, in hard 
braking the front brakes perform up to 85% of the braking! In properly balanced brakes, neither 
the front nor rear breaks will lock up first – braking force is “proportioned” so that they lock up 
together.
A proportioning valve is installed inline between the master cylinder and the rear brakes (be 
they disc or drum) in order to reduce the pressure increase to the rear as the brakes are 
applied. The pressure to the rear is not prevented from increasing – the valve just ensures that, 
after a certain point (the “changeover pressure”) it rises at a lower rate than it does to the front 
brakes.  As the brakes are applied, full pressure is allowed to the rear up to a certain point. 
Beyond that point, the pressure to the rear increases at a reduced rate, preventing rear brake 
lock up. Most stock proportioning valves are preset by the OEM and are neither adjustable nor 
serviceable – they are of use only on the original vehicle for which they were designed. 
Aftermarket adjustable proportioning valves are available and are a must for any custom, high-
performance brake system.  Stock proportioning valves are of little use in modified vehicles –
whether it’s the brake system or simply the weight and balance (incl. suspension height) that 
have been modified.

Combination Valve

5:1 7/8 75 623

 

4:1 1 1/8 75 302

4:1 1 75 382

4:1 7/8 75 499
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A combination valve is found in many OEM vehicles and may combine the functions of the 
metering valve, the proportioning valve, and a brake pressure warning-light switch.

Pressure Limiting Valve

Used on some disc/drum vehicles, a pressure limiting valve performs a similar function to a 
proportioning valve except that instead of reducing the rate at which pressure to the rear 
increases, it simply limits the maximum pressure available to the rear. That means, unlike with 
a proportioning valve, once you achieve that maximum pressure, no matter how hard you press 
the brake pedal, no more rear braking is possible. Inflexible, non-adjustable, and only 
marginally useful on very nose-heavy vehicles, they generally suck and should be avoided.

Brake Tubing and Hoses

I’ll keep this section short and sweet.

Use rigid hydraulic brake tubing as much as possible, and flexible hose only where necessary 
(to allow for suspension and steering movement). Even the best flexible hose expands more 
under pressure than steel hydraulic tubing. Hose expansion gobbles up that limited and 
valuable pedal stroke.

Stock-type rubber flex hoses are OK to use, but Teflon-lined, stainless-steel braided hoses are 
best. They swell and expand less, giving a firmer pedal. They’re available in custom lengths 
too.

For tubing, use only copper-lined steel hydraulic brake tubing conforming to SAE J524 specs.  
Use of anything else invites failure. Trust me!

Inadequate tubing, especially plastic tubing, is subject to work-hardening, fatigue-cracking, heat 
damage, excessive corrosion (especially internally, where you can’t see it) and mechanical 
damage. 

DO NOT ever use compression fittings or single flares in rigid brake tubing – use only proper 
fittings and double-flares (be they SAE or ISO – matched to your fittings, of course). AN or JIC 
fittings of appropriate quality and rating and from a reputable source are suitable for flex hoses 
and flex hose to rigid tube connections. 

Most tube today is 3/16” or ¼”. 3/16” is stiffer, lighter, and easier to bend.  It and its associated 
fittings are also the most common.  ¼” has less internal friction (less resistant to fluid flow) and 
is easier to handle without damaging.   Note that ¼” DOES NOT “provide more volume” to 
actuate the callipers more quickly as I have read more times than I care to remember.  The MC 
piston’s bore and stroke determines the fluid volume displaced and therefore the pedal stroke 
required to apply the brakes. The tubing is sealed and full – its diameter has nothing to do with 
it (within reason) and you certainly won’t notice the difference between ¼” and 3/16” – except 
maybe the placebo effect coz your buddy said so! I personally like to use ¼” simply because 
it’s easier to handle – you can get away with a less-than-perfect bend that you wouldn’t be able 
to with 3/16” tube.

Secure tubing to frame with proper size tube clamps to avoid possible fractures and to prevent 
fittings from loosening and leaking.

Use grommets or some other means to protect brake lines that pass through the frame or body 
panels.

Make sure fittings and connections are in good condition and are properly tightened. Check 
regularly.

3/16” hardline fittings are 3/8-24 thread, ¼” hardline fittings are 7/16-24 thread.

Brake Callipers

Fixed or Floating

Callipers are either of “fixed” or “floating” design.  Fixed callipers are mounted rigidly to the axle 
and employ one or more pistons on either side of the calliper to press the pads against the 
rotor.  A floating calliper, common on production vehicles, has a piston or pistons only on the 
inboard side of the calliper. The floating calliper is mounted on pins or slides so that when the 
piston extends and presses the inboard pad against the rotor, the whole body of the calliper 
slides on its pins or guides in the opposite direction, bringing the outboard pad into contact with 
the rotor.  Each design has its advantages and drawbacks as follows:

Floating callipers are smaller, lighter, and easier to package. They are also cheap, readily 
available, and easy to mount.

Fixed calliper is bigger and heavier than floating calliper. It will also overheat less readily and 
be more rigid than a floating calliper.

Floating callipers cool better as the fluid and piston are only on the inboard side of the rotor.

Floating callipers have fewer moving parts and seals to leak or wear out.
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Fixed callipers tend to apply the pads more evenly, preventing uneven brake pad wear

Floating calliper design more easily incorporates a cable-operated parking brake.

Single or Multi-Piston

Fixed callipers are, by definition, multi-piston, but floating callipers can also have more than 
one piston. In addition, fixed callipers may have more than two pistons.

Recall that, because pressure is equal on all surfaces inside the brake hydraulic system, the 
more calliper piston area we have, the more force is exerted for a given input. In other words –
we want the most piston surface area possible.  One method of achieving this is to use multiple 
callipers on each rotor – but this approach presents packaging problems inside the wheel.  The 
other alternative is to use either a very large single piston, or multiple pistons.  The problem is 
that using a very large single piston necessitates a huge calliper body – again presenting 
problems with packaging in the wheel. Thus, multi-piston callipers can be used to achieve 
greater TOTAL piston area than you could fit with a single piston.  That said – a multi-piston 
calliper is only “more powerful” if the total area of its pistons is greater than the alternative. I.e. 
– if your buddy is bragging about his bling “multi-piston” callipers, but each has an area of only 
two square inches, and you have an old truck calliper with a single huge piston of four square 
inches area, you can comfortable laugh in his face! With floating callipers, effective piston area 
is the area of the actual piston(s), multiplied by two, because of the sliding action bringing the 
other side of the calliper into contact.

Another advantage of the multi-piston calliper is that it can more evenly press the pads against 
the rotor, achieving better, more consistent breaking and more even pad wear.

Sealing and Retraction

Calliper pistons are normally sealed with an O-ring that has a square cross-section. This O-ring 
stretches when the brakes are applied and the piston extends towards the rotor. When the 
pedal is released, the O-ring relaxes and retracts the piston. Because the rotor and brake pad 
surfaces are flat and aligned (or at least should be!) it takes very little movement to obtain pad-
to-rotor clearance.

Mounting

Apart from issues of clearance, protection from debris and damage, and ease of bleeding, 
there is no reason you can’t mount a brake calliper at any position around the circumference of 
the rotor.  The 3 ‘o’ clock and 9 ‘o’ clock positions are the most common (i.e. in front of, or 
behind the rotor), as this affords good protection and allows the calliper to be mounted with the 
bleed-screw up (highly recommended), for ease of bleeding.  Mounting at 6 ‘o’clock would 
almost certainly make the calliper far too vulnerable, rob ground clearance, and imparts no 
particular advantage. However, there’s no reason you can’t mount the calliper at 12 ‘o’
clock ,provided you are prepared to remove the calliper (to orient the bleeder screw up) to 
bleed the brakes. If you do, be sure to insert a block of wood or other spacer in the calliper 
while bleeding.

Operation of a Floating Calliper

When brakes are applied, piston on outboard side 
extends in direction of red arrow until outboard pad 
contacts rotor. At that point, calliper slides on pins in 
direction of blue arrows until inboard side of calliper 
presses inboard pad against rotor. 

Rear calliper mounted high at 11'o' clock for 
clearance but with bleeder screw still at 
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A great many calliper mounting brackets that I see, be they commercial or home-brew, 
(including my own, I must admit) are simply too thin and without adequate structural shape-
strength to do the job.  It is essential that a calliper mounting bracket not flex when the brakes 
are applied - otherwise we will be robbed of our all-important pedal travel. We will also 
experience calliper twisting leading to uneven pad wear and a spongy pedal. Worse still, we will 
be on our way to fatigue failure in the calliper bracket!  ¼” steel is simply inadequate –
especially when not bent and reinforced into a structural shape that imparts strength.  When I 
apply my front brakes hard, you can actually see the almost-flat ¼” plate steel brackets flexing 
and twisting! Check yours. And won’t somebody please make some decent, heavy-duty calliper 
brackets – from 3/8” as a minimum but preferably from ½”!!

Rotors

Rotors make me laugh. Actually, the things people do to, and say about, rotors makes me 
laugh.

Rotor size is specified by diameter and thickness (the thickness between the two pad-contact 
surfaces on either side).

Rotors can be solid, vented , cross-drilled, grooved, or some combination thereof.  Too many 
people to count, including many experts, do not understand the true purpose (and 
consequences) of each of these design factors. Allow me to clarify.

Solid – small, solid rotors are adequate for small, light, or slow vehicles.

Vented – many medium-to-large rotors are made with radial cooling passages in them to act as 
an air pump to circulate air from the rotor center to the outside of the rotor. Depending on 
design, vented rotors may be directional. If the vent passages are curved, they will be more 
efficient at cooling, but will work in only one direction. If you use curved-vent rotors – make sure 
you install hem on the correct side of the vehicle!

Cross-drilled and slotted rotors – this is the bit that makes me laugh. Way too many people 
think the drilled holes or machined slots are for cooling. They are not. In very high-performance 
braking (i.e. race car) hot gas and friction material dust can build up between the pads and 
rotors as the brakes are used hard, heat and cool rapidly, and the pads wear fast.  Rotors can 
be cross-drilled or slotted to help this dust and gas escape – otherwise it can build up under the 
pads and reduce friction between pad and rotor, reducing braking.  These techniques are really 
only effective in racing where pads are large and wear quickly and temperatures are very high.
Unfortunately, the “cross-drilled” look at some point became synonymous with “high 
performance” and everyone wanted it.  In reality, unless you’re racing, drilling the rotors really 
only reduces the performance of your brakes by:

Reducing the rotor mass, thereby reducing it’s thermal absorption capacity (remember TR = 
Kc / 77.8 * Wb ??)

Increasing the chance of fatigue and thermal-induced stress cracks in the rotor

Reducing the contact area between pad and rotor, thereby reducing braking.

In all honesty, cross-drilled rotors on a rock-crawler are pretty funny – unless it’s done purely 
for weight saving and with the knowledge that it does nothing to enhance braking.

Ultimately, slotted rotors work well, and judiciously drilled rotors do too – but if you see a Swiss-
cheese rotor it most likely means the designer/builder doesn’t actually understand how brakes 
work.

highest point. 

Simple solid rotor.
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Vented rotor.

 

Vented rotor with curved, directional vanes.

 

Slotted rotor.

 

Slotted and cross-drilled rotor.
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Pads

It all comes to a head at the brake pads. Pads need to be clean, even, and have a high 
coefficient of friction against the rotor for maximum braking performace. Disc brake pads are 
available in a dizzying array of compounds - all claiming certain benefits. One thing that is 
consistent is that the pad's compound will have a different coefficient of friction depending on 
whether it is cold or hot. Race car folks are familiar with this as it is often heard that the brakes 
must be "warmed up" before they work well. As a general rule of thumb, the following 
compounds exhibit the following coefficients of friction:

Organic – cold 0.44, hot 0.48

Simi-metallic – cold 0.38, hot 0.40

Metallic – cold 0.25, hot 0.35

Synthetic – cold 0.38, hot 0.45 

The higher the coefficient of friction, the "softer" the pad is said to be. Keep in mind that there 
are other factors to consider when selecting pads, such as noise and wear. The softer the pad 
is, the more rapidly it will wear.

All DOT legal brake pads (OEM and road-car aftermarket) are mandated by law to be marked 
with a two-letter code, called the "DOT Edge Code" that represents the coefficient of friction 
when a 1" square piece of friction material is subjected to varying conditions of load, 
temperature, pressure and rubbing speed on a test apparatus known as the Chase machine.

The first letter of the code, sometimes known as the "cold" code, represents the normal friction 
coefficient. This is defined as the average of four test data points measured at 200, 250, 300 
and 400 degrees Farenheit. 

The second letter of the code, sometimes known as the "hot" code, represents the hot friction 
coefficient based on a fade and recovery test. Recovery is basically the period where the 
brakes are gradually cooling off. The hot friction coefficient is defined as the average of multiple 
data points: 450, 500, 550, 600 and 650°F on the first recovery cycle of the pad; and 500, 400, 
and 300°F on the second recovery cycle.

The range of friction coefficients assigned to each code letter are as follows: C = less than 
0.15. D= 0.15 to 0.25. E= 0.25 to 0.35. F= 0.35 to 0.45. G= 0.45 to 0.55, and H= over 0.55.

Each letter grade spans a range of coefficients, but the combination of the two letters and the 
order in which they come can be a useful indicator of pad performance as it demonstrates the 
change in coefficient of friction for that pad from cold to hot (and vice versa). For example, an 
FE pad will grab better when cold (i.e. tends to fade when hot) wheras an EF pad would not 
grab well when cold (i.e. would need to be warmed up for max performance). Note that the 
coefficient of friction of steel on steel is 0.25, so EE pads grab only marginally better than no 
pads at all! FF pads are usually considered the minimum for a high-performance brake pad. 

Some example Edge Code's are: 

This much cross-drilling is probably excessive, unless 
EXTREME weight savings are required. Even so, and 
especially with the pattern shown, thermal stress 
cracking is almost assured.

 

Official 
D.O.T. Edge 

Code

Normal 
Coefficient of 

Friction

Hot Coefficient 
of Friction Notes

EE 0.25 to 0.35 0.25 to 0.35 0-25% fade at 600°F 
possible

FE 0.35 to 0.45 0.25 to 0.35 2% to 44% fade at 
600°F possible

EF 0.25 to 0.35 0.35 to 0.45 0-22% fade at 600°F 
possible

GG 0.45 to 0.55 0.45 to 0.55 Very Rare

Carbon/Carbon only. 
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Any good aftermarket racing pad should be sold with a precise coefficient of friction identified 
for both cold and warm performance, or even a curve showing coefficient of friction vs. 
temperature.

Whichever pad you use, the type of lining, edge code, or exact spec can be useful in 
determining the coefficient of friction to use when making brake system calculations.

Bedding-in Brake Pads

When new brake pads are installed, they should be "bedded-in". Bedding-in brake pads is a 
process of breaking them in before severe use, similar to the way an engine or set of gears 
must be broken in.

To perform the “break-in”, follow the steps listed below:

Step 1: Make 10 stops from 30 mph (50 kph) down to about 10 mph (15 kph) using moderate 
braking pressure and allowing approximately 30 seconds between stops for cooling. Do not 
drag your pads during these stops. After the 10th stop, allow 15 minutes for your braking 
system to cool down.

Step 2: Make 5 consecutive stops from 50 mph (80 kph) down to 10 mph (15 kph). After the 5th 
stop, allow your braking system to cool for approximately 30 minutes.

This completes the “break-in” of the pads to the rotor surface. Full seating of new brake pads 
normally occurs within 1000 miles. 

The Braking Requirements of Extreme Off-road Rigs

As with so many things that determine vehicle performance – from tires to suspension to 
gearing – we extreme off-roaders are on our own.  There has been little serious R&D and 
engineering research into our needs and their solutions.  The sport just hasn’t yet grown to that 
level.  This lack of published research and engineering, when combined with the specific 
peculiarities of our needs (needs that simply don’t exist elsewhere), leaves us heavily reliant on 
one-another for anecdotal advice and seat-of-the-pants experience.

This means that designing a satisfactory system, or solving a particular problem depends 
heavily on our ability to communicate our needs and wants, as well as our perception of the 
problem.

That’s why I’m now going to devote a little time to addressing what I see as the unique 
requirements of an off-road braking system, followed by some discussion on what constitutes 
“good” brakes and what the limits to brake performance are.

Peculiarities of off-road

Recall the two functions of the brakes – brake torque (clamping action) and thermal capacity. 
The rigors of off-road impart unique requirements in both areas:

Brake Torque

Cars spend most of their time on relatively flat ground – their brake torque requirements are 
concerned mostly with slowing the car from speed. In contrast, we can often spend hours with 
the front-end 60 degrees nose-up or nose-down – a situation in which overcoming the force of  
gravity as it tries to move the rig downhill is far more pronounced than in any road car. Not only 
that, but it is in precisely these situations (as well as others, like navigating large boulders) 
where we require precise control – an inch or two makes or breaks the line (or takes a cone).

No normal car combines a low stall speed torque converter with super-low gearing quite like an 
extreme 4x4 can. Not even drag cars. You often hear those with auto transmissions, low-stall 
converters, and low gears complaining of not being able to stop the rig, or of not being able to 
keep it stopped (“driving through the brakes at idle”).  A rig like this wants to “go” all the time 
and we rely on our brakes to keep it in check – again, often in situations where inches mean 
the difference between a roll-over or not.

Many rigs make use of the brakes to perform “digs” or “burns” wherein one axle is braked while 
the other is driven to create a pivoting effect for sharper turning. To use this technique to max 
effect, great brake torque must be generated in the non-driven axle. If you’re sending 300hp to 
the rear wheels in a front burn, you’d better be able to brake those front wheels with some 
serious brake torque.

OK, you say, so we need a lot of brake torque – but so does a 200mph race car.  True indeed, 
but there are a couple of factors that make our requirements unique:

            First, in a race car, you’re strapped in tight, back against the seat, and are usually on 
the gas or on the brakes hard – and you transition from one to the other pretty aggressively. In 
an off-road rig, we find ourselves needing tip-toe control of the brakes as we work a hard line, 

HH 0.55 to 0.65 0.55 to 0.65
O.K. up to 3000°F 
where it glows
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often two-foot driving, while we move about in the seat to see the terrain. This makes it much 
less comfortable to have to press the pedal hard, compared to the car driver who’s already 
pressed back in the seat and stays there.  In a rock rig, you don’t want to be pressed back into 
the seat, leg trembling, trying to see the line – what we need is precise, light control of the 
brakes (while still achieving BIG brake torque), at all sorts of cambers and angles, often for 
long periods of time, without undue effort and resultant fatigue - especially since we can spend 
all day in our rigs.

Energy converter mode:

In cars, braking is most important when the car is at speed. Even in an auto equipped car at a 
stop light, the car’s stall speed and overall gearing are such that it takes little force to prevent 
movement. The result is, in a car, the energy converter function of the brakes is concerned 
primarily with the kinetic energy of the car in motion - the inertia of rotating wheels is negligible 
in comparison.  This is obvious - the faster the car, the better the brakes need to be.

What is less obvious is the demand the vastly heavier wheels and tires of a 4x4 place on the 
brakes. In an off-road rig, rotating, big, heavy wheels and tires have much more inertia than 
their car counterparts.  This means that the capability of the brakes to convert and absorb 
energy is less obvious, but no less important. It’s obvious in a fast car – car goes fast, car 
brakes hard, car brakes get hot. But in an off-road rig with large, heavy tires, even at slow 
speeds, the brakes get hot because they have to convert not only the kinetic energy of the 
slow-moving vehicle, but also kinetic energy of the heavy tires and wheels.  In other words, just 
because you go slow, doesn’t mean you don’t need good brakes.

All of which means – proper brake performance is extremely important to us – for safety as well 
as a pleasant, non-fatiguing driving experience – even though we don’t normally encounter 
very high speeds for very long.

And if you “race” your rig (which is becoming more and more popular), well brake performance 
just gets more and more important.

Bottom line – you probably need more brake than you think, and how they feel is going to have 
a large effect on how well you’ll be able to drive in extreme terrain, and how pleasant and 
comfortable it will be.

Brake Performance and Limits

There should be only one limit to how well your brakes work – traction. The traction between 
tire and road should always be the limiting factor to how quickly you can stop. Exceeding the 
traction limit causes the tires to lock-up and skid.  If you can do this under all conditions, with 
reasonable and comfortable pedal effort, then your brakes are adequate. If not, some other 
factor is limiting their performance, and maintenance or modification will be required. The other, 
undesirable, limiting factors are:

Force Limit

At force limit, you push as hard as possible on the brakes but can’t stop any quicker. If you 
could push harder, the vehicle would stop quicker.  Force limit can be altered by reducing 
master cylinder size, using different brake pads, adding or upgrading power assist, increasing 
pedal ratio, increasing calliper piston area, or increasing effective rotor diameter.

Deflection Limit

At the deflection limit, the pedal hits the floor or the MC piston hits its internal stop before max 
brake force is generated.  I.e. – the combination of designed clearance and unwanted 
deflection in the system exceeds the available travel. Clearance is determined by the volume of 
fluid required to be displaced to bring the pads into contact with the rotor, and is chiefly 
determined by the size of the calliper piston(s). Unwanted deflection can come from pedal and 
pedal-mount flex, MC mount flex, calliper bracket flex, calliper flex, hose expansion, trapped 
air, unevenly worn pads or rotors, and other worn components such as wheel bearings.  
Assuming all air is bled from the system and all components are in good working order, 
deflection limit can be altered by increasing MC piston diameter, decreasing calliper piston 
diameter, upgrading flex hoses, reducing the length of flex hose used, or using stiffer callipers, 
brackets, and pedals.

Wear Limit

The brakes effectiveness can be limited by worn components. If pads or rotors are worn 
excessively, or if any seal, tube, hose, bracket, or fitting is damaged, worn, or leaking, a 
reduction in performance, or worse, brake failure, can result. The likelihood of reaching the 
wear limit can be reduced by using different (higher quality) pads and/or rotors, using larger 
callipers and rotors, or increasing brake cooling. Good inspection and maintenance practices 
can prevent reaching the wear limit.

Temperature Limit

When brakes overheat, you reach one of the other limits (force, deflection, or wear) much more 
quickly.  That is, hot brakes can cause lack of braking force (commonly called brake fade), 
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increased deflection (excessive pedal travel), or rapid component wear – ranging from 
pad/rotor wear to boiling fluid and cooking seals.  The keys to avoiding a temperature limit are:

Using sufficiently large/heavy brakes.

Sufficient brake cooling.

Selection of components designed for the temperatures encountered – including pads, rotors, 
callipers, and fluid.

Brake Fade and other complaints - Design Troubleshooting

The previous section covered the technical aspects of brake limits – but even I wouldn’t expect 
you to chat with a supplier or fellow driver and say “Yea, the brakes aren’t great - I think I have 
a deflection limit with occasional intermittent force limit.”  Well, actually, I might say that – but 
then Charley would mock me for hours – much to everyone else’s amusement.

To avoid this situation, let’s examine the most common brake performance complaints in every-
day language.  (I was going to say “every-day parlance” but that would have been too ironic, I 
think!)

This section is focused on problems that occur after system modifications or design.  That is, it 
helps you diagnose problems in your brake system design.  If your brakes worked satisfactorily 
at one point, but no longer do, see the following section titled “Maintenance Troubleshooting”.  
In the following tables, I have included a column entitled “compromises” because, as we know, 
changing one aspect of a system often affects the others.  For the sake of brevity I have 
included only the compromises affecting the operation of the brakes – it may be assumed that 
added complexity, cost, and decreased availability of parts are always possible outcomes. For 
example, if the solution to a particular problem is to install a stiffer calliper this will likely be 
more expensive, complicated and time-consuming - if such a part is even available – however 
there are no drawbacks or compromises in the operation of the brake system itself to using 
stiffer callipers – in this case, the “compromises” column will be blank.

Brake Fade

            “Brake fade” generally refers to any loss of braking caused by overheating. In fact, there 
are three very distinct forms of “brake fade”, and it is useful to distinguish between them, as 
their symptoms and solutions are entirely different.

Pad Fade. 

Pad Fade is caused by the temperature of the brakes exceeding the maximum temperature 
limit of the brake pad friction material.  When the maximum temperature limit is reached (and 
even before, as it is approached), brake pads can expel gases when heated, gasses that act as 
a lubricant between pad and rotor. When pad fade occurs, the pedal will feel “normal” (high and 
firm) but there will be very little stopping power. Pumping the brakes will not help. Solutions to 
pad fade are:

1. To use a more temperature resistant brake pad (harder compound) 
2. To increase the brake’s thermal capacity by increasing the size/weight of the rotor 
3. To improve cooling by using a different rotor design (vented vs. solid, or direction vs. 

straight vanes) 
4.  To improve brake cooling by improving cooling airflow to the brakes. In extreme 

circumstances, if the vehicle has air ducts for brake cooling, a fine mist of water can be 
sprayed into the air to cool it before it hits the rotor, improving the air’s cooling ability. 

5. To use a slotted and/or cross-drilled rotor to aid in expelling hot gasses and pad debris. 
Note that these designs DO NOT aid in cooling but simply allow the offending gas or 
particles to be removed more efficiently. 

Fluid Boil

When the temperature of the calliper exceeds the boiling point of the brake fluid, tiny bubbles 
are formed in the brake fluid. As a result, the pedal goes soft and perhaps even to the floor as 
the fluid is no longer incompressible. Once this has happened, the fluid must be replaced. Over 
time brake fluid can absorb water vapour, and the more water vapour in the fluid, the greater its 
susceptibility to fluid boil. Solutions to fluid boil include: flush and fill with new brake fluid, use a 
brake fluid with a higher boiling point, improve cooling of the calliper, or use a calliper with an 
insulated piston.

Green Fade

Green fade occurs only with new brake pads if they are not “bedded-in” properly after having 
been installed. Bedding-in brake pads is a process of breaking them in before severe use, 
similar to the way an engine or set of gears must be broken in.  Green fade is caused by gas or 
liquid boiling off the organic pad lining on initial heating. The gas or liquid not only acts as a 
lubricant between pad and rotor, but can also “glaze” the surface of the pads by cooling and re-
solidifying into a hard slick surface with a very low coefficient of friction. The solution to green 
fade is to bed in brake pads. To do so, follow the steps outlined in "Bedding-in".
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Hard Pedal

“Hard Pedal” is the term used to describe brakes that require excessive pedal effort – i.e. the 
driver must push too hard on the pedal for the brakes to work. This condition “feels” to the 
driver like the brake pedal is very “hard”.  

Complaint: Pedal feels hard

Low Pedal

“Low Pedal” is the term used to refer to a brake pedal that requires an excessively long stroke 
to fully apply the brakes.  What we are experiencing with low pedal is a deflection limit. In some 
cases, the brakes work only after being “pumped” a few times.  What’s happening here is that 
the driver is able to displace more fluid more quickly than the callipers retract, and is therefore 
able to provide the volume required by pumping the brakes. This is usually a symptom of 
incorrect valving, such as lack of required residual pressure valve. 

Complaint: Pedal travels too far / only works when pumped

Problem Cause Solution Compromises

Insufficient 
clamping 
force
(Force Limit)

 

 

 

Insufficient 
pressure

 

 

 

Increase pedal ratio - Need room to mount 
longer pedal
- Pedal travel at footpad 
increases

Decrease MC 
piston area

Pedal travel increases 
because  MC displaces 
less fluid

Add or upgrade 
power assist

Packaging

Insufficient calliper 
piston area

Install callipers with 
larger TOTAL 
piston area

Pedal travel increases 
because  calliper piston 
movement requires more 
fluid volume be displaced

Insufficient 
brake torque
(Force Limit)

Small effective 
rotor radius

Install larger-
diameter rotor

Packaging

Low coefficient of 
friction

Use “Softer” Brake 
Pads

Faster wear

Problem Cause Solution Compromises

Insufficient 
hydraulic fluid 
displacement
(Deflection 
Limit)

 

 

MC piston area too 
small, displacing 
too little fluid per 
unit of stroke

Increase MC Piston 
area

MC piston generates 
less pressure, therefore 
less clamping force

Total calliper piston 
area too large

Install callipers with 
less TOTAL piston 
area

Less hydraulic force 
multiplication, therefore 
less clamping force

Pedal ratio too 
high, requiring too 
long of a stroke to 
fully actuate MC 
piston

Decrease pedal 
ratio

Less mechanical 
advantage for driver, 
resulting in harder pedal 
or less pressure

Fluid drains 
back from 
Calliper to MC
(Deflection 
Limit)

MC installed below 
Callipers

Install 2PSI residual 
Pressure valve

 

Drum brake 
shoes 
retracted too 
far
(Deflection 
Limit)

Return springs 
retract shoes from 
drums

Install 10PSI 
residual Pressure 
valve

 

Excessive 
unwanted 
deflection
(Deflection 
Limit)

 

Excessive flex in 
mountings

Install or fabricate 
stiffer mounts / 
brackets

- Packaging
- Weight

Excessive play in 
linkages

Reduce linkage 
play

Ensure brakes still 
release fully

Calliper Flex Install stiffer calliper  
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Spongy Pedal

Often present with, but not to be confused with, low pedal; a spongy pedal starts high and 
doesn’t travel too far – but it doesn’t feel firm and solid. Instead, the brakes feel soft, squishy, 
and spongy when applied.

Complaint: Pedal feels spongy

Overly Sensitive

Brakes that develop enormous clamping force (usually by generating high pressure) with very 
little pedal effort will feel overly sensitive to the driver. They are hard to modulate, particularly 
for med- to high-speed work, and are generally unpleasant to drive. Exactly the point at which 
this occurs will be a matter of driver preference combined with the vehicle’s use. Personally, I 
like brakes on the more sensitive side as it allows tip-toe control in serious vertical and off-
camber situations – which can be very useful, particularly when the drive is also occupied with 
managing selectable lockers, three transfer case levers, a clutch, and cutting brakes.

 

 

 

 

Air in fluid Bleed thoroughly  

Flex hose swelling 
under pressure

Install flex hose 
more resistant to 
swelling

 

Excessive use of 
flex hose

Reduce length of 
flex hose used to 
min required for 
steering & 
suspension 
movement

 

Brake Fade
(Temp Limit)

Fluid Boil Use higher temp 
fluid

 

Improve calliper 
cooling

 

Wear Limit Worn components Repair or replace 
Brake pads, rotors, 
& wheel bearings

 

Problem Cause Solution Compromises

Excessive 
unwanted 
deflection
(Deflection 
Limit)

 

 

 

 

 

Excessive flex in 
mountings

Install or fabricate 
stiffer mounts / 
brackets

Packaging
Weight

Excessive play in 
linkages

Reduce linkage play Ensure brakes still 
release fully

Calliper Flex Install stiffer calliper  

Air in fluid Bleed thoroughly  

Flex hose swelling 
under pressure

Install flex hose 
more resistant to 
swelling

 

Excessive use of 
flex hose

Reduce length of 
flex hose used to 
min required for 
steering & 
suspension 
movement

 

Brake Fade
(Temp Limit)

 

Fluid Boil

 

Use higher temp 
fluid

 

Improve calliper 
cooling

 

Too much 
leverage from 
excessive 
pedal ratio 
makes brakes 
“feel” spongy 
to driver

Pedal ratio too 
high

Decrease pedal 
ratio

Less mechanical 
advantage for driver, 
resulting in harder pedal 
or less pressure

Unevenly or 
taper-worn 
pads
(Wear Limit)

Uneven clamping Install multi-piston 
callipers
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Complaint: Pedal feels overly sensitive / brakes lock-up too easily 

Brake System Design

The following are some general guidelines for designing a brake system from scratch. Although 
they are presented in a particular order, some juggling may be required. That is, you may come 
to a certain point (say, pedal-ratio determination) find out that you are limited by some other 
factor (room available for pedal) and have to juggle both prior and remaining decisions (calliper 
piston size, master-cylinder size, power booster selection) to work around the limitation.

Following the discussion I have included an Excel spreadsheet (.xls) that will aid in the 
calculations and can be used to more easily see the affects of playing with the different 
variables.

Step 1:

Decide on disc brakes or drums.  The answer is discs.  Go on to step 2.

Step 2:

Choose and check rotor.

While the rotor you use is often determined by the axle you have chosen, if you have a choice:

Choose the largest diameter rotor that will fit in the wheel (to make room for the calliper, this is 
usually about 3 in. smaller than the wheel diameter – i.e. 12” for a 15” wheel)

If possible, always choose a vented rotor

If you plan to use the brakes hard, a lot, (as in racing) consider directional-vented rotors as well 
as slotted and/or cross-drilled rotors. Don’t overdo the cross-drilling for the sake of 
appearances!

Step 3:

Check thermal capacity of chosen rotor

Using the equations in this article, check that each rotor is at least massive enough to be able 
to absorb the kinetic energy from a single stop from maximum speed at maximum weight 
without exceeding 1000*F

If you plan to use the brakes hard, a lot, (as in racing) re-do the above calculation assuming the 
rotor’s initial temperature is 500*F rather than ambient temperature.

Step 4:

Choose calliper

Normally, the choice of rotor will dictate the calliper used – either from the same make/model of 
vehicle or as a matched set from a high-performance company. However, if choice is available:

Select the stiffest calliper available, with the highest maximum pressure rating.

Select a calliper with the largest total piston area possible.

If wheel & suspension clearance and mounting brackets allow – consider using a fixed calliper 
– most high-performance callipers are of fixed design.

Consider use of multi-piston callipers – depending on availability and total piston area (you may 
find that one large piston affords more are than two small, depending on design)

Step 5:

Determine brake torque required using equations given in this article

Problem Cause Solution Compromises

Excessive 
clamping 
force

 

 

Excessive 
pressure

 

Decrease Pedal 
ratio

Pedal travel at footpad 
decreases

Increase MC Piston 
area

Pedal travel decreases 
because  MC displaces 
more fluid

Excessive calliper 
piston area

Install callipers with 
smaller TOTAL 
piston area

Pedal travel decreases 
because  calliper piston 
movement requires less 
fluid volume be displaced

Excessive 
brake torque

High coefficient of 
friction

Use “Harder” Brake 
Pads
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TBr = Friction Force on Tire x Rolling Radius of Tire

Step 6:

Calculate required hydraulic system pressure:

Once the rotor and calliper are chosen, you have all the information required to calculate the 
hydraulic pressure required to operate the brakes at maximum capacity – that is, the pressure 
required to achieve maximum brake torque, as calculated above in step 5.

The equation is:

PM = TBr / (µL x AT  x RE )

Where

PM = Maximum hydraulic pressure (psi)

TBr = Brake Torque Required (ft-lbs)
µL = Coefficient of friction between brake pads and rotors (use 0.3, manufacturer’s specs, or 
estimate derived from the pad's DOT edge code)

AT = Total effective area of calliper’s pistons (sq. in.)

RE = Effective rotor radius (in.) – measured from the center of the rotor to the canter of the 
brake pad.

The answer will probably vary from several hundred to perhaps as much as fifteen hundred 
PSI. At this point, check that the components you are using, especially the callipers, are rated 
for this pressure.  If you cannot find a calliper rated for this pressure, you have three choices:

Use a calliper with more total effective piston area (larger and/or more pistons)

Use a larger diameter rotor (to increase rotor effective diameter) – hey – didn’t I already tell you 
to use the largest diameter rotor possible!

Use more than one calliper per wheel.  Two identical callipers on the same rotor will halve the 
pressure, but double the displacement, required to achieve max brake torque.

Step 7:

Decide on desired pedal effort

Pedal effort desired to stop the vehicle at maximum deceleration is a personal choice.  In a 
race-car it may be as much as 100 lbs – which feels like a pretty hard push.  In road cars it is 
normally less.  If you are not sure, 75 lbs is a good starting point.

Step 8:

Decide on power or manual brakes.

Unless space or weight is at an extreme premium, I would always recommend power brakes –
especially in a big or heavy rig, or one with large tires.  Without power brakes, you are faced 
with a direct trade-off of pressure (brake power) vs. displacement (pedal travel). The beauty of 
power brakes is that they allow you to use a pedal and MC combination that is large enough to 
have a nice, short travel but still develop the required pressure without excessive pedal effort 
because of the power assist.  Except for a little extra space required and minor expense, it 
adds to your brake system performance without any drawback or compromise.

Step 9:

Determine desired pedal ratio, master cylinder size (piston area), and power assist to achieve 
max braking with desired pedal effort.

The three factors of pedal ratio, master cylinder size, and any power assist must be calculated 
and juggled together as they all affect one-another.  Where one factor is fixed or beyond your 
control (e.g. using a stock pedal assembly), adjustments or compromise in the other factors will 
be necessary.

Pedal ratio:

Pedal ratios range from 3:1 to 7:1. When selecting a pedal ratio, consider the mounting space 
required, not only for the length of pedal, but also for the stroke required at the footpad (will the 
pedal hit the floor before the full master cylinder stroke is used?).  Remember too, that the 
greater the pedal ratio, the longer the pedal, and the more susceptible it will be to flex or twist, 
introducing unwanted deflection. Even without flexing, a longer pedal can “feel” spongy to the 
driver. Also, the longer the pedal, the more pedal travel the driver will feel as the foot pad 
swings through a larger arc. If in doubt, start with 4:1 for power brakes and 6:1 for manual 
brakes.
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Calculate MC pushrod force

Multiply your desired pedal effort by the pedal ratio to obtain the manual force on the MC 
pushrod. If pedal ratio is 5:1 and pedal effort is 75 lbs, the force on the pushrod is 5 x 75 = 375 
lbs.

Select required MC size

With the pushrod force known, we can now calculate the MC piston size required to achieve 
the desired hydraulic pressure previously calculated. In order to do so, divide the pushrod force 
by the pressure to get the area of the MC piston, and then convert that area to a diameter using 
the formula for the area of a circle (A = pi(d/2)^2) or the accompanying chart. If the exact area 
you need is not available, you will have to use the next closest available size, and recalculate 
the actual pressure achieved. Remember that, as the MC area (diameter) gets smaller, 
pressure (and force) go up, but so does travel required. 

Table of Master Cylinder Sizes and their Piston Areas

e.g. If we require 1000psi hydraulic pressure, and have decided on a pedal effort of  75lbs and 
a pedal ratio of 5:1:

A = F / P

Where 

A = Area of master cylinder piston required
F = Force on MC pushrod (lbs)
And
P = hydraulic pressure required (psi)

So

MC area =  375lbs / 1000psi = 0.375 Square Inches.

Referring to the table, we find that aren’t likely any master cylinders available with this exact 
area. The closest is an 11/16” diameter MC piston, which gives an area of 0.3712 sq. in. If you 
find that  the MC size you want is not available, or isn’t available in a configuration you desire, 
you will have to use the closest size available and recalculate.

In this example, let’s assume we can’t find an 11/16” MC we want to use, so we settle on ¾” –
which ha an area of 0.4418 Sq. in..  Check the hydraulic pressure generated with this MC using 
the equation:

P = F / A

P = 375 lbs / 0.4418 sq. in.

Master Cylinder Size 
(bore)

Piston Diameter (d) 
(in.)

Piston Area (sq. in.) 
(3.14(d/2)^2)

5/8 in. 0.6250 0.3068
11/16 in. 0.6875 0.3712
19 mm 0.7480 0.4394
¾ in. 0.7500 0.4418
20 mm 0.7874 0.4869
13/16 in. 0.8125 0.5185
21 mm 0.8268 0.5369
22 mm 0.8661 0.5892
22.2 mm 0.8740 0.5999
7/8 in. 0.8750 0.6013
23 mm 0.9055 0.6440
29/32 in. 0.9063 0.6451
15/16 in. 0.9375 0.6903
24 mm 0.9449 0.7012
25.4 mm 1.0000 0.7854
1 in 1.0000 0.7854
1-1/32 in. 1.0313 0.8353
26.6 mm 1.0472 0.8613
1-1/16 in. 1.0625 0.8866
1-1/8 in. 1.1250 0.9940
28.6 mm 1.1260 0.9958
1-1/4 in. 1.2500 1.2272
31.8 mm 1.2520 1.2311
1-5/16 in. 1.3125 1.3530
1-11/32 in. 1.3438 1.4183
1-1/2 in. 1.5000 1.7671
1-3/4 in. 1.7500 2.4053
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   = 848 psi.

Immediately we can see that using a ¾” MC will not allow us to generate sufficient hydraulic 
pressure to maximally apply the brakes.  At this point, we have a decision to make – We can:

Use a pedal with a higher pedal ratio

Accept an undesirably high pedal effort

Reduce the pressure required by going all the way back to calliper / rotor choice and either

Increasing the diameter of the rotor, and/or

Increasing the size/ number of calliper pistons.

Option (1) may be a viable alternative, but what if we have limited space or are already set on a 
particular pedal assembly and don’t want to fabricate or buy a custom pedal? Option (2) is 
really out of the question, as it defeats the purpose of the whole exercise. Finally, option (3) is 
not only unlikely to yield the magnitude of change required, but it’s very likely that we’re already 
using the maximum size rotor and calliper.

So what are we to do?  The solution here is power brakes. By adding power brakes, we can 
dramatically increase the MC pushrod force without having to alter any of the other variables. 
Not only will this let us choose a MC in a more commonly available size, but will also allow us 
to use a larger MC so as to keep pedal travel down.

Calculating the exact factor by which a power brake booster will multiply pushrod force is 
difficult to do as modern vacuum and hydraulic boosters are both fairly complicated in design 
and often not sold with an exact boost specification.  Boost factors will depend on the size and 
design of the booster and will range from about 2 to 5 or more. This makes exact calculations 
with power brakes more complicated, but experience has shown that, with power brakes, one 
should normally use a pedal ratio of about 4:1 and a master cylinder with at least a 1” diameter.

Step 10:

Check displacement of fluid with chosen components, verify that pedal travel will be 
acceptable, and juggle / recalculate as required.

The final thing to consider, now that we have chosen a master cylinder, is the effect the MC 
bore size will have on pedal travel.  Unfortunately, precise calculations are complicated, as it is 
difficult to know the amount of travel consumed by all the deflections (both design and 
unwanted) in the system.

 We can calculate the displacement of the MC by multiplying the area of the piston by its stroke 
to arrive at a value in cubic inches. (Good aftermarket master cylinders should always specify 
the stroke, but with stock replacement or OEM parts it may not be as easy to come by. One 
foolproof method is to measure the stroke with the master cylinder out of the vehicle – values 
from 1 to 1-3/4 inches are common.)  

In theory, we could then compare this to the volume required by the calliper pistons. The 
volume required by the callipers would be calculated as the area of the piston multiplied by the 
travel required to bring the pads into contact with the rotor.  This last variable is difficult to 
measure or calculate. Not only that, but the result would only be valid for maximum stroke of 
the pedal (and therefore master cylinder piston) and we surely want the brakes to apply well 
before the end of the pedal stroke.  

Ultimately, we may have to rely on experience and/or testing to achieve the right balance 
between braking power/pedal effort, and pedal travel.

Again, power brake boosters are an enormous asset here, as we can select a large bore MC 
that will displace a large volume of fluid (and therefore minimize pedal travel), and still produce 
sufficient pressure.

As a rule of thumb, 4-wheel disc brakes require a master cylinder of at least 1” bore, and 
frequently 1-1/8” or more.

Step 11:

With all components selected, calculate actual maximum brake torque developed and compare 
with calculation of brake torque required.

To help you with the calculations, I created an Excel spreadsheet (.xls format) with 
the formulae already entered. Simply enter the variables in blue text and observe 

the results. 

CLICK HERE to DOWNLOAD

Note: As you play with the variables, keep in mind that the calculations are for 
system performance at maximum limits. For example, if you enter 75lbs for pedal 
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Maintenance Troubleshooting

This section provides troubleshooting advice for a brake system that at one time functioned 
acceptably, but no longer does. That is, it is focused on maintenance problems. If you are 
experiencing problems with a newly designed/modified/installed system – refer to the previous 
section titled “Brake Fade and other complaints.”

effort - this is at max braking. Also, as discussed, there are variables, such as 
system deflections, that cannot be measured and entered into the spreadsheet. As 
such, you MUST interpret the results provided by the calculations with great care. 

Problem Cause

Low Pedal – improves with 
pumping

Rotor runout
Loose wheel bearing
Air in hydraulic system

Low Pedal – no 
improvement with pumping

Bad calliper seals
Badly worn pads
Rotor runout
Leak in hydraulic system
Loose wheel bearing
Excessive free-play in brake linkage
Low fluid in reservoir
Partial brake system failure

Spongy Pedal Air in hydraulic system
Hose swelling / Deteriorated flex hoses
Fluid boil
Badly worn pads
Uneven pad wear
Old or contaminated brake fluid
Faulty master cylinder
Calliper not square to rotor
Master Cylinder mounting loose
Clogged reservoir cap vent hole
Soft or swollen calliper seals

Pedal doesn’t return MC reservoir not vented
No clearance in MC pushrod
Binding in pedal pivot or pushrod

Front or Rear brakes 
locking prematurely

Too much front or rear brake bias
Defective brake valving
Failure in opposite system
Excessive wear in opposite system
Worn tires
Tire pressure too high
Defective master cylinder
Defective calliper

One brake locking / 
vehicle pulls to one side

Calliper piston seizing
Defective, damaged, or oil-contaminated brake pad on 
one side
Defective calliper
Scored or out-of-round rotor
Bad calliper O-ring
Loose calliper mount
Mismatched rotors and pads
Incorrect tire pressures
Bad front-end alignment
Mismatched tires / load
Damaged or crimped brake line/hose
Loose suspension parts
Loose calliper mounting bolts
Incorrect wheel bearing adjustment

Overly sensitive pedal Defective power booster

Hard Pedal Power booster failure
Brakes wet
Glazed pads
Contaminated pads (oil or fluid)
Fluid Boil
Pad Fade
Excessively worn pads
Calliper piston seized or sticking
Worn / defective master cylinder
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Vibrating Pedal Excessive rotor runout or thickness variation
Wheel bearing damaged, worn, or out of adjustment 
Cracked rotor
Bent axle
Corroded rotor vent fins
Calliper not sliding properly

No Pedal (pedal goes to 
floor)

Air in hydraulic system
Leak in hydraulic system
Tapered pad wear
Electric current passing through brake fluid
Lack of fluid in reservoir

Brakes grab Contaminated pad linings
Brakes wet
Bad combination valve

Brakes not releasing / 
Brake drag

Defective master cylinder
No clearance in MC pushrod
Binding in pedal pivot or pushrod
Seized calliper piston
Aged or overheated calliper seals
Swollen seals (incorrect brake fluid)
Calliper slides / pins corroded / seized
Parking brake on or maladjusted
Faulty power booster
Improper valving (residual pressure valve)
Calliper not square to rotor
Damaged or crimped brake line/hose
Clogged brake lines
Wheel bearing damaged, worn, or out of adjustment

Brakes squeal Worn pads
Brakes wet
Glazed or contaminated pads
Dirty or scored rotor
Bent calliper bracket
Worn/missing/broken anti-squeal shims
Worn/missing anti-squeal compound on back of pads
Taper wear on pads

Rapid pad wear Brakes not releasing
Bad surface finish on rotor
Pads too soft
Pad fade (inadequate cooling)
Cracked/damaged/contaminated rotor

Review - VANCO Power Brake Supply 
Hydroboost System 

Why?

The beauty of power-assist brakes is that they 
allow us to design a brake system where we don't 
need to compromise movement for force. Without 
power-assist, we need to use a small master 
cylinder piston to develop sufficient pressure, but 
that same small master cylinder displaces little 
fluid, leaving us with unnecessarily long pedal 
stroke. The situation is worse when we have 
swapped in rear disc brakes that require more 
volume than drums to operate. With power assist 
we can use a master cylinder with a nice large 
diameter bore that will displace a lot of fluid and 
give us a nice, short pedal stroke - the power 
booster multiplies our input force to create 
sufficient pressure even with the large master 
cylinder piston. 

The most common form of power brake booster is the vacuum booster. Vacuum boosters, 
although common in OEM road cars, have several limitations. First, they must be very large to 
produce much boost, making them hard to fit in cramped engine compartments - especially with 
that V8 shoe-horned in there. Second, they rely on engine vacuum to produce boost power. 
Trouble is, if you have a diesel engine, big cam, forced induction (supercharger), or even 
certain emissions controls on your motor you won't have a steady, reliable source of vacuum. 
The last thing we want is brake boost that is weak and unreliable - especially with a more 
powerful engine!
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Fortunately, there is another option - hydraulically boosted brakes. A hydroboost brake booster 
is powered by hydraulic fluid from the power steering pump. It fits between the pedal and 
master cylinder just as a vacuum booster does, but offers several distinct advantages:

 Size. The hydroboost booster is much more compact than a vacuum booster. At only 14 
inches long and approximately 4.5 inches in diameter, it can fit in tight spaces. It can even 
be mounted upside-down! 

 Power. The hydroboost is far more powerful than a vacuum booster. Given "average" 
pedal ratio's and master cylinders a vacuum boosted brake system may develop 1000-
1500psi. A hydroboost system is capable of generating 2400-3000 psi! 

 Reliability. Instead of relying on potentially weak and fluctuating engine vacuum, the 
hydroboost is powered by the vehicle's power steering pump. 

How it works.

The hydroboost unit is plumbed 
in-line with the power steering. 
The power steering pump 
provides a constant flow of 
pressurized hydraulic fluid to the 
booster. When brakes are off 
fluid is bypassed out the return 
port and back to the power 
steering reservoir. When brakes 
are applied, hydraulic flow 
passing across the power 
(boost) piston is restricted. This 
restriction creates a pressure 
drop across the boost piston. 
The resulting force is transferred 
to the master cylinder piston.

The booster incorporates an 
accumulator containing nitrogen 
gas. When the engine is running, 
hydraulic flow to the booster 
compresses the nitrogen, storing 
energy (like a spring). Should the 
engine fail, there is sufficient 
energy stored in the compressed 
nitrogen to allow for 1-2 power 
assisted applications of the 
brakes. After that, brakes 
operate normally but without 
power boost.

Compact, powerful, reliable, and dead-easy to install - hydroboost brakes are a neck-snapping 
upgrade to any rig - and particularly any with large/heavy tires (remember how radius of tire 
figures in the equation for brake torque required?) 

Follow along as I install a hydroboost braking system from VANCO Power Brake Supply

Vanco offer separate components for hydroboost brakes 
or complete kits, including new power steering pumps.

In my case, running full-hydro steering, I already had a 
powerful pump, so I ordered a kit with hydraulic booster, 
new master cylinder, and all the lines and fittings required.

 

Everything inside the box was well protected during 
shipping with foam packing material. 
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The kit came complete with everything required plus some 
decent printed instructions and some cool stickers. 

 

Inside the box. 

 

The complete contents of my kit. 

 
Van includes all the fittings you will need, as well as 
generous lengths of hose so that you can custom make 
the lines for exact fit.

The system uses "field attachable" hydraulic fittings, which 
not only make installation easy and neat, but also make 
any future hose repair/replacement dead easy.

Also included are the necessary adapters for the booster, 
ps pump, and steering box to convert the entire system's 
plumbing to -6 AN. These fittings are common, easy to 
work with, and are available with swivel ends in either 
straight or 90* configurations. All of which makes the 
plumbing a snap. 

 

Booster with new master cylinder attached. Note how 
compact the booster is. 

 

In this side view you can clearly see the gold can of the 
nitrogen accumulator. Just above it you can see the high-
pressure inlet port (fluid-in from ps pump). 
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In this shot of the other side of the booster, you can see 
the outlet ports on the master cylinder; and on the booster 
the port for the high-pressure supply line (to steering 
box/valve) and the fitting for the low-pressure return line 
(to ps reservoir). 

 

For my installation I specified the mounting plate be at 
right-angles (90*) to the booster, and that's what I got. 

 
One of the beauties of the Vanco kit is the custom fit of the 
booster. Both the mounting plate and pedal-rod, seen 
here, are custom-made by Vanco for your booster, to your 
exact specifications.

This makes installation in any vehicle, whether it 
previously had hydroboost, vacuum boost, or manual 
brakes a "bolt-in" affair.

The mounting plate can be installed by Vanco at any angle 
you specify to match the angle of your firewall / mounting 
bracket, so that the booster and master cylinder sit level 
when installed. It will also be made with whatever bolt-hole 
pattern you specify.

Also, virtually any pushrod length or configuration will be 
custom made to fit your pedal. Because of my "reverse 
mount" pedal, I spec'd a short pushrod with 1/2" hole for 
the pedal pin. 

 
Various master cylinder's are available to match your 
braking system's needs.

My kit came with a massive 1-5/16" master cylinder piston, 
huge built-in reservoirs, and no valving in the master 
cylinder.

The large master cylinder piston diameter will displace a 
lot of fluid - perfect for actuating my 3/4-ton 4-wheel disc 
brakes quickly, and with short pedal stroke.

The hydroboost booster will supply the power necessary 
to actuate such a large piston without experiencing a very 
hard pedal.

 

Installation begins with the removal of the master cylinder 
from the booster so that the master cylinder can be 
thoroughly bench bled before installation. 

 

The output rod of the booster. 
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Input side of the master cylinder piston. 

 
To bench bleed the master cylinder:

Clamp the mounting flange securely in a vice, making sure 
the master cylinder is level (note the cardboard to protect 
the surface of the flange). Do not clamp any other part of 
the master cylinder.

Install an old fitting and a short length of brake line in each 
outlet port, and route the lines back into the master 
cylinder reservoirs. Tighten the fittings 

Fill the reservoirs with new, quality brake fluid. 
 

Mark a wooden dowel or similar tool (here I am using the 
handle of a hammer) with two lines - one that lines up with 
the end of the cylinder when the piston is fully relaxed, and 
another an inch from that.

When bench bleeding, you want to avoid using the entire 
stroke of the piston otherwise air can creep past the ends 
of the cup seals in the piston bore.

Generally, 3/4 of the stroke of the piston is sufficient. With 
a total stroke of 1-1/2" I am using 1" for bench bleeding. 

 

Carefully depress the piston in slow, even strokes to expel 
all the air from the master cylinder. During the process you 
will observe the air bubbling out from the bleeder lines, as 
can be seen here. 

 

Once all the air has been removed, re-install the master 
cylinder cover, remove the bleeding lines, re-install the 
plugs in the outlet ports, and set the master cylinder aside. 

 

Next, prepare the booster for installation by installing the 
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conversion fittings included in the kit.

Start by carefully prying the plugs from the ports. 

 

The booster conversion fittings use a small o-ring fitting on 
the end that threads into the booster. The other end is a 
male -6 AN.

Two different size fittings are used - one 18mm for the 
inlet port, and one 16mm for the outlet. Only one fitting will 
fit in each port. 

Lubricate the o-rings with clean power steering fluid and 
install them on the ends of the fittings. 

 

Thread the fittings into place in the booster, and carefully 
tighten until the o-ring seats. Gently tighten another 1/4 
turn. Do not exceed 20 ft-lbs when tightening the fittings or 
damage to the o-ring will occur. 

The fitting on the accumulator side of the booster is the 
18mm "in" port from the ps pump.

The fitting on the other side (next to the long return-port 
nipple) is the 16mm "out" port that goes to the steering. 

 

With the new master cylinder and booster ready for 
installation, remove the original booster / master cylinder. 

I took the opportunity to clean up the mounting bracket a 
bit.

Don't worry - that overspray won't hurt anything.

If you measured the mounting bolt pattern carefully prior to 
ordering, the new booster will bolt right in place. 

 

Loosely bolt the booster to the bracket / firewall, and 
mount the new master cylinder on the booster.

Do not tighten the fasteners yet. 

 

With the booster mounted loosely, so that you have some 
play, install the pushrod on the pedal. 

Make sure you install any required hardware, depending 
on your pedal.

Here the pushrod is secured with a cotter pin. 

 

Tighten the booster mounting fasteners to 25-30 ft-lbs.

It is extremely important at this stage to check that the 
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pushrod is straight and level from the pedal to the booster. 
No more than 5* of misalignment is permissible, otherwise 
booster wear / damage will result. 

 
It is also very important to check that there is a little play or 
"jiggle" in the pedal with the booster installed. Without a 
little play, the hydroboost will constantly engage the 
brakes, leading to rapid brake wear.

This video clip shows what the proper amount of play 
looks like at the pushrod. 

 

Another video clip showing proper play in the pedal.

 
Before tightening the nuts that secure the master cylinder 
to the booster, reconnect the front and rear brake lines at 
the master cylinder.

Having a little play with the master cylinder loose can aid 
in lining up the brake lines and getting the fittings started 
in the ports. 

If the master cylinder's reservoirs are not equal in size, 
connect the outlet of the larger reservoir to the front 
brakes. 

 

With the booster mounted securely, pedal connected, and 
the brake lines reconnected, tighten the master cylinder 
mounting nuts to 20-25 ft/lbs. 

 

Plumbing

The final step is plumbing the hydroboost inline with the power steering circuit. All the adapters, 
fittings, and lines are included to convert the hydraulic circuit to -6 AN - which is a nice upgrade 
all by itself. The plumbing circuit, shown below is identical whether you have normal power 
steering or, as in my case, full-hydraulic steering. For full hydro, simply replace the steering gear 
box in the diagram with the hydraulic steering unit (often erroneously called the "orbital valve"). 

Fluid flow is as follows: RESERVOIR -> PUMP -> BOOSTER -> STEERING -> COOLER -> 
FILTER -> RESERVOIR.
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Technically, the cooler and filter are "optional" but I HIGHLY recommend you install them. I 
added a small auto transmission cooler and my reservoir has a built-in filter.

It goes without saying that you need a good, strong ps pump in good condition. If in doubt, 
replace it. 

Step one, if required, is to remove the stock outlet fitting 
from your ps pump and replace it with one of the supplied 
-6 AN adapters. In the case of GM-style saginaw pumps 
like mine, there are four adapters included:

 Two are "inverted flare" fittings (one 5/8" & one 
11/16") for early (to 1977) pumps 

 Two are "o-ring" fittings (one 16mm & one 18mm) for 
later (1978+) pumps. 

Here you can see the adapter fitting in the ps pump outlet 
port, and the high-pressure supply line connected. 

 

If you are using a traditional Saginaw steering gearbox, 
you will also have to install one of the supplied -6 AN 
adapter fittings into the high-pressure "in" port of the 
steering box (normally the forward/engine side port).

With full-hydraulic steering, my steering unit already uses -
6 AN fittings, as shown here. 

 
With all fittings converted to -6 An, you can make and 
install the hoses.

Take your time measuring for and making the hoses. 
Clear instructions are included for cutting the hose and 
installing the end fittings - all that is needed is a hacksaw 
and a couple of wrenches.

Route the hoses as follows, being sure to avoid sharp 
edges, heat sources, and excessively tight bends:

 Install one high-pressure line from the ps pump outlet 
to the booster inlet (reservoir side) 

 

 

 Install the other high-pressure line from the booster 
outlet to the steering box or hydraulic steering unit. 

 

Install the supplied T fitting into the reservoir's return line, 
as shown here.

Using the supplied low-pressure hose and a hose clamp, 
connect one side of the T to the booster's return line fitting 
(the longer tube sticking out of the booster). 

Leave the other side of the T open for now. 

 

Run another low-pressure return line from the steering 
box / unit's return port to the cooler. 
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Make sure the line from the steering unit enters the 
BOTTOM of the cooler and exits the top (to avoid trapping 
air in the cooler.)

Route the upper cooler port back through a filter... 

 

... and into the other side of the T.

Secure all low-pressure lines to their fittings with hose 
clamps.

Do not over-tighten the high-pressure -6 AN swivel fittings. 

 

Completed plumbing at booster. 

 

Once installation is complete, bleed the brakes first 
(engine off) an then proceed to bleed the hydroboost 
system. 

Use a high-quality power steering fluid for your power 
steering and hydroboost. Do not use ATF as it is more 
easily subject to aeration, frothing, and cavitation (leading 
to pump noise and failure.) 

The following is my procedure for bleeding the hydroboost:

Hydroboost Bleeding 

1. Fill power steering reservoir with power steering fluid to proper level and allow the fluid to 
remain undisturbed for two minutes. 

2. Disconnect coil wire and crank engine to operate pump and flow fluid through entire 
circuit. Crank in short bursts. When no more air appears to bubble out and fluid level 
remains constant, re-connect coil wire. 

3. Start engine and allow it to run for 10 seconds. Stop engine and check fluid level. Add fluid 
if necessary. Repeat until fluid level remains constant after engine has run. 

4. Raise front wheels clear of ground. Start engine and turn steering wheel from stop-to-stop 
twice. Stop engine and pump brake pedal four or five times to relieve accumulator 
pressure. 

5. Check fluid level, add if necessary. 
6. Start engine and run at approximately 1,500 RPM. Pump brake pedal several times. Turn 

steering wheel from stop-to-stop, lightly contacting wheel stops, several times. 
7. Stop engine and check fluid level. If fluid is foamy, let sit until clear of foam. Add fluid if 
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necessary. 
8. Lower front wheels to ground. Start engine and run at approximately 1,500 RPM. Pump 

brake pedal several times while turning steering wheel from stop-to-stop, lightly contacting 
wheel stops. 

9. Stop engine and pump brake pedal four or five times to relieve accumulator pressure. 
Check fluid level. Add fluid if necessary. 

10. If fluid is extremely foamy, allow the vehicle to stand for one hour with the engine off, then 
repeat steps 1 through 10. 

The presence of trapped air in the system will cause Noise (cavitation), fluid foaming, and the 
fluid level in the reservoir (pump) to rise when the engine is turned off.

Conclusion

I can STOP! For too long I suffered with manual brakes. I had once tried a hydroboost 
conversion with junkyard parts - not only did the booster not boost the brakes, it played havoc 
with my hydraulic steering. No such worries with this kit from Vanco. What has to be one of 
the quickest and easiest install's I've done also netted great results. Now I can stop on a dime, 
and, just as importantly, hold the rig in any position, for as long as I like, with very little leg 
effort required. This is a superb upgrade for steep climbs and big-boulder crawling. If you've 
not driven hydroboost brakes before, you will be amazed at the stopping power you will have. 
As this is essentially the same system as in my 2007 Chevy 3/4-ton tow rig (that has GVWR 
of 9200 lbs!!) I'm well set now for when I install that torquey new Gen IV V8 and low-stall auto 
I've had my eye on! 
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